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PREFACE

He only earns his-freedom and existence
Who daily conquers them anew.

Goethe

The objective of this document is to provide the elementary
school p,rincipal with some understanding of the concepts =of
adult learning and development, and an awareness of some of the
procesi and techniques of a staff development program.
Although reference is made to the school principal, the material
can be used by anyone conducting staff development programs
and sessions. To be able to actually conduct the wide range of ac-
tivities presented here, one might require additional material
and actual training before one can be competent in conducting
them.

Developing support of community and policy groups such as
boardi of education for staff training programs is essential for the
development of a program. This is in itself a process which needs
competent planning and leadership.No small start towards sup-
port for staff development programs is being sure that those one
does sponsor even in small ways are effective:



The de'velopment of this document is the work of-a number
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION:
A PARADIGM FOR GROWTH

4

Although we are by all odds the most social of-all social
animalsmore independent, more attached to each other,
more inseparable in our behavior than beesWe do not
often feel our,conjoined inteiligence.Terhaps, however, we
area linked in circuits for -the storage, processing, _and
retrieval of information, since this appears to be the most
basic and.universal of all human enterprises ... The cir-
cuitry seems to be there, even if the current is not always on.

The school as an organization must see itself as a growing
organism, a learning community, an open_living system.-Many
significant developments of the educational scene reinforce the
need for the school as a complex of human and other resources to
see itself-as a self-renewing enterprise;_e.g., the tremendous-ad-
vancement of knowledge; in all areas including learning, the
rights- of-individuals to, achieVement of- their full potential -and
thelieed for a more effective human society, the more vigorous



INTRODUCTION: A PARADIGM FOR GROWTH

involvement and expectations of parents and communities, the
mobility and shifts in schoolpopulations, and the increased com-
mitment to be accountable.

The social system of the school consists of many subsystems,
mosaics, and groups of individuals. The responsibility for the
movement of a school with all its complexities towards aehieving
its goals, objectives,. and-programs belongs_ to the principal.
Thereiare a.nuniber of enabling and-training functions the prin-
cipal:and-the leadership support system of=a sehool=assistant
principals, grade leaders, unit or area headp-Aave to perform to
insure that the school will become a more effective learning-. .
enterprise, ThiS does not mean that in initiating change the prin-
cipal does not also attempt to improve the schoOlzs
organizational 'structure and process. A poorly organized school
can itself oppress -the staff and prevent it from realizing its
potential. However, this document will deal mOre with changing
individuals, who act within the structure of the school, as well as
With changing their values and competencies. Hence only the
functions of the principal which= relate to- the role of staff
developer, trainer, and enabler will lie_ considered herein.

The Ultimate purpose of staff development programs in
schools is to improve education for children-and-youth. An un-
derlying:theme of all- staff development programs is- that -the
adult must_see learning and the acquisition of new competencies
a§ a life long process. This is -a,process tlfat includes reading,
thinking, observing, and the acquisition of new knowledge and
teChniques, as well as the ability to- analyze situations and -in-
itiati_new behaviors and' ways of on the basis of -that
analysis..

The principal is the key individual in the school setting
responsible -for the staff development program. The establish-
ment of the climate and the invnlvement of persons and
resources to support staff development is the responsibility of the
principal. -

The-responsibility begins with some awareness of *hat the
climate is, its social architecture. What is the morale -like -its

2 3



INTRODUG(FION: A_PARADIGM FOR GROWTH

moods and rhythms?-What is the school power structure? Who
are the iconoclasts? Where are the idiosyncracies? Have-staff
-been marking time and evadin% real issues? What are -the
ritualS? What are strengths of how the staff functions as a group?

Is the -feeling level congenial? Are the goals diffused=and
questionableHow inbred is the staff? Is there sufficient mutual
supped? Who are the- complainers, the faailitators, the hard
working,the=preative people-What is the content of gosSip and
small:talk? Where are the veins of gold? Is-there -an atinosphere
of- movement and growth or destructiveneSS- and cynicism? Is
there a spirit of pride and quality? Where is more than the s.ingle
vision? =What are the roots and foci of some pfithe problems and
sources of strengthening energies? As the principal begins to
probe-these questions and otheri which enharte perspective on
the climate of the school, a catalogue of the totality_ WilLemerge
and hopefully-prOvide the necessary framework for developing a
staff development program.

9 3



CHAPTER TWO
4

PLANNING THE
STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

An: outline- of -the elements to- consider in planning staff
development- programs is as =follows:

1. Assessment-of the nee& of- staff based -upon school's goals,
objectives, -and _program.

-2. _Goals-of-long -term_ staffzdevelopment program:
3. -Obje-ctiVai -Of-a, year's- prOgram.
4. -List of events and activities with specific objectives for each.
5. Review of:=resottrces_ available _for- conducting program.
6. Calendar _of dates- and times.

-7. Selection of satisfactoryzspaces._
8. Revisiohs- of calendar _as zyear progresses with

_substitutions; and additionsonrthe:_basis of- reassessment.
9. Plan-for -evaluation, both -on -going and final.

The selection-of the training mode or strategy to be used-will
depend upon -an appraisal orall of thezdYnamics of-the-setting;
the objectives to-be attained,-and the resources available. If there
is -a-need:to-have-staff develop=morezawareness of_ itself, an ex-
periential- growth session at which persons develop some open in-
teraetion-would-- be conducted- provided-there were -leadership

4".
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PLANNING THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT-PROGRAM

available to conduct that kind of session. The modes of training
are,related to what the planners_and the_trainer want_ the out -
come to be.:If: new -teaching -behaviors are=- the objective, then
there must_be a process which giVes the partioipants opportunity
to enact them andzhaVe-feedback. A- sequdnce a activities may
be = needed 7-a ,talk and- derrionstration,_a site =visit, and
assistance in-the:actual classroom with observation ofIteaChing
and feedback. However, some teachers =capture an- idea- in a
=single seminar or i,vorkahbp, trY it out,=and then deaire some help
with problemS they confront in trying:the new zprantice.

Whether_ or not az progranris perceived as a continuing one
and each-activity -is part of a sequence, there needs to be a state-
ment of the purpose or objective for a particular event. The total
program may be initially deseribed=with a set of long range goals
and then objectives for -each- event. Each -event neecia_ to- be
Viewed-as part of a whole; All of_the planning needs to 'je done in
terms of 'the heeds of the participants in the.Otogram. If evalua-
tion is _continuous, feedback:may indicate the need for changes
and'hencerflexibility is essential.

The content and protess of a program or activity will depend
upon the quality of fesources available. Adults do not have high
tolerance-for training sessions Which do not seem relevent or are
of poor quality. The Selection of the individuals involved in train-
ing, media used, and other reaources involved needs great care. If
another-school or classroom is to be visited, the visit should be
relevant to the objectives -of the program.

The space to be used for training, the length and 'frequency
of sessions, and other time factors need serious thought. Only too
frequentlyia workshop is conducted-when no one_is',available to
attend or at the end of the schtol day when staff is tinged with
educational weariness. The,building, the site, the room, the fur-
niture, the deeOr, theilightraxid the noise level need to be con-
sidered.

The principal works with a staff and parents to develop
goals and objectives for a particular school in terms of the needs
and characteristics of the child population and what the com-
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munity, the parents, the staff believe is important for the
children. This involves a program of assessineneeds of children,
thinking through and stating- what is believed- to be good
educational outcomes for children, clarifying and declaring goals
and objectives with the necessary program- strategies to carry
them out. Each classroom teacher or staff person responsible for
a group= of children needs to carry- out the -same assessment
process and development of goals, objectives, and strategies. A
principal provides the leadership for= the planning process as well
as a program for assessing and measuring the degree to Which the
school as'a Whole and particular teachers are moving towards isc-
complishing stated objectives.

Initiating this total planning process requires a staff
.development program in itself and a leadership which has
knowledge about processes of planning.

To begin-this-kind of-planning the- principal- ,nay-need -to
seek the help of a- continuing consultant, =to attend seminars
which fodus on planning, and to read and study the literature
relating to planning. The principal will want to include some of
the school =staff= in a team to train other school personnel how to
use effective planning processes. New professional competencies
do have to be acquired.

In-service programs in- single- schools may be part of a more
comprehensive school district plan which provides training op-
portunities in planning. -If not, -then- an institution of higher
education and/or other training and consultative agencies may
be needed by the principal to help him or her develop competen-
cies for planning as well as lor organizing a staff development
program.

One of the =strategies used by a school to move towards
fulfilling declared objectives should be a staff development
program for members of the school community. The needs of a
school program determine the goals, objectives, and specific
training activities. The objectives must be stated clearly for each
single activity and =viewed as part of a total program of learning
for the participants.

7



PLANNING THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT' PROGRAM

Developing-a training program requires groups of teachers,
. specialists, the principal, and -the leadership support team to
identify the human resources in ,the school and available to it.
For eicample, if a school objective is the greater integration of the
arts in the curriculum, -it will- be necessary to study resources
that are available in the community, in the parent group, and in
the staff. Teachers whO by self- analysis or through consultation
with the prACipal or a specialist find themselves lacking certain
competenFies for integrating the arts in their classroom life will
need training_opportunities.-

-However, a school's staff development program needs more
than the Presentation of programs. Staff growth and change is a
process,ithelheart of which is the enabling role of one individual
with another. Central to this-process are the principals. They
need to gain the competencies'to enact certain functions otthe
enabler role. However, all staff members can serve as enablers as
they, work with one another. The teacher who has a para-
professional should ,be an-enabler. This assiiitarit may be more
knowing eboullhe particular community and child population
and serve ii turn as an enabler to the teacher. The school is truly
a community of learners, each giving and,lianng in _the total
planning and growth with one another.

Again_ it- must be -stated tkat this pfCcess just doesn't
happen;- it takes- a competent loyincipal who can initiate,
facilitate; energize,,and make thingthappen. The principal ea an
educational leader uses self as an enabling resource for the staff
by:

1.. Adding to- the staff's understanding of the- education and
social .role -of the school in the rapidly changing American
society. /

2. 'Analyzing the climate for change in the school setting and
outlining strategies for change to teach_ers and other school
personnel.

8

3. Accurately identifying the characieristics of the community,
such -as- social class(e1)11 community power structure,
cultural values, interest groups; and pretsure groUps.

.

t"4



PLANNING THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

4. Developing survey procedures suitable for assessing the
educational needs and expectations indigenous to, the com-
munity and child population.

5. PropoSing educational- programs appropriate to -the -fun-
damental concepts of child- development and .human
developtr?.nt.

6. Addi ff's- understanding of the Pindamental con-
ceptx development and human development.

7. Devers.,Ang team relationships among staff members -by
a. functioning effectively as a leader of -the -staff team;
b. functioning- effectively as -a member of the'staff team;
c. delegating staff- development leadersh0 responsibility

to members of a staff team.
8. Making self available to and encouraging teachers-to express/

their individual problems, needs, feelings and frUstrationl
9. Working with - parents,- teachers, and other school personnel

to develoP goals and objectives for the schoel.
10. -Enabling teachers and oche 'l school personnel to implement

strategies for carrying out school objectives.
11. Enabling teachers to develop and implement objectives for

theniselves and the class.
12. Working =with the teachers and other.scol personnel -to

-developt.and implement ap assesstnent program for measur-
ing the school's effectiveness.

J3. Eliciting 'and making programmatic use of ideas and
suggestions-from
a. teachers; 44°'
b. otherschool personnel;
c. students;
d. =6arenfs.

14. Encouraging colleagueship 'between the piir rofessional
and the.professional staff by includinip&rap essiOnals in
professional staff-meetings and in- service workshops.

15. Implementing and facilitating individual;)teacher's self-
&evaluation as part of the teacher eyalhation process. c,

16. Helpingleaching staff develop procedures for,-
a. diegnosingthe -learning needs of children;
b. diatiosinethe learning styles of children;
c. identifying the special strengths, needs, abilities, and

interests of.children;

9
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PLANNING THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

d. prescribing individdalized curriculum on the basis of
this diagnosis.

17. Providing release time for regular participation in in-service
workshops for- teachers and instructional paraprofesSionals.

18. Offering experiential_workshopsin each curriculum area, as
well as in planning and development, making materials, use
of A-V equipment/ use of the cominuity as a resource, record
keeping, and assessment.

19. Offering opportunities for teachers to visit effective
programs

in their own school;
b. hi other schoold:

20. Providing for staff attendance at institutes, resource
centers, conferen&s, seminars relevant to their- individual

`professional= needs.
strategies21. DeinOnstrathig instructional skills and strategies for im-

plenienting curriculum.
22. Effectively communicating information about prOgrams and

Materials in each major curriculum area.
23. ,Identifying and providing new materials, sources, resources,

equipment, etc.
24. Helping_staff develop and maintain a professional library.
25. Giving feedback to teachers based on regular observation of

classroom role performance and interaction with and among
students.

26. IdentifyingAhose aspects of a teacher's performance in need
of devehiliment and suggesting alternative approaches= to
impitivement.

27. Varying' the leadership role with classroom teachers from .
snpportive to directive, depending upon individual needs.

, 28: Using such personal inte: action techniques as consultation,
encounter, confrontation, negotiation, and 'counseling, as
required in each situation.

29. Using_such group training techniques as role playing, case
studies, growth exercises, and-games.

30. Selecting a trainer* Who is known as a committed, an in-
quisitive, at. times daring, a valuing, a knowing, and a
valiant person.

is

..10
/0)
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PLANNING THE STAFF OF ELOPMENT PROGRAM

All- of -these competencies° arebast-1i on the principal
having a concept -of person, and believing in the worth and
potential of each adult and child,in the school setting.1The school
must' be seen as an instillment for improving the.quality of life
fOr the perSon as well as the whole human community. Processes,
activities, and programs as well asindividualibehaviors are seen
as means in themselves for enacting a concept of this belief in the
worth and development of the person who is viewed as a growing,
-deVeloping organism moving through the cycles of life with a set
of values and the potential- for ever changing responses to new
situations.

The trainer cannot, profess to care or to espouse, or take a public position on a
.mythical and fashionable humanistic approach -in education when _personal
behitviors reflect basic hostilities, angers, sarcasm, rigidities, and low tolerance

:for erior.



CHAPTER THREE
,#r

LEARNING TO
UNDERSTAND ADULTS
AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT

. . students of human development are increasingly
recognizing that adulthood is not one homogeneous stage
but is a series of stages and that adults change in somewhat
predictable waystas-they grow older.

Virginia R. Griffin

As the indiviuual moves through the cycles -of life, from -in-
fancy to old age, changes are constantly taking place within the
person as well as in the range of settings in which everyone lives
and works. The school staff person who assumes responsibility
for enabling the adults in a particular school setting to respond
to the needs of the children in ways which maximize learning will

1,1
......
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LEARNING TO UNDERSTAND ADULTS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT

need to know something about how adults learn and some of the
characteristics of different life cycles. .

. If teachers' must understand the children-and youth with
whom. they- work, -then it is equally incumbent upon-the prin-
cipals- or staff person involve_d_in training-to- undelitifid the
adulti with whoni they work, both inkheir infinite variety -as in-
dividuals and in relation to Wow factora which may be
generalized. Adulthood bas had less study than developMental
stages of childhood and adolescence. The analysis seems to ter-
minate -with the last stages- of adolescence as- if no further
development takes place thereafter. 'Many of the resources on
adulthood-are findings of those who have worked -with the men-
tally ill- or neurotic, are- replete with religious and -moral im-
plidations, or are the conjectures of journalists who specialize -in
human affairs.

A general body of literature descnbing normative patterns of
adult behavior and development is slowly emerging. The person
responsible for training programs_for adults will do well to read
current journals, periodicals, and books- on the behavioral= and
social sciences and related areas. The bibliography of this
publication carries a listing of relevant literature.

considerations for adult change Are discussed
c

Five basic
here:

Clarity of Role Expectations and Needed Conipeteneies

The adult's tendency to develop a shield of: self protection
renders the analysis of role expectations and needed competen,
cies -a threat, particularly for him or her who-has been func-
tioning in that role over a period of years without such analysis.*
Moreover, research has revealed that the adult tends to reject
new ideas and practices which are not coneretely and obviously
related to his or her own pragmatic goals. .

Any vagueness about role expectations- increases the
threatening aspect of- the situation. It is the unknown which

18



LEARNING TO UNDERSTAND ADULTS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT

creates maximum anxiety_in persons of any age. Vagueness-also-
makes it mo-re_clifficult to relate the role expectations to one's
own- goals. Motivation to achieve the needed competencies for
new roles depends upon clarity of definition. A statement of role
expectations and _needed competencies reduces the threat and
helps the adult relate the new experience to self, in terms of felt
needs arid individual goals.

DeveIoping:an Awareness of_Self

Our real journey in Life is interior.

Thomas Merton

Unfortunately, self awareness and conscious self appraisal
do not always take place until the adult faces a crisis, a critical-
decision, or a new set of expectations. However, "taking stock" of
where one is perSonally and professionally should-not- occur-just
as a response to a critical situatioxi, but needs to be seen as alife
process which is ongoing. Not only does one have to ask, "What'
am I like?" but "Why?" The teacher who is rigid and enjoys the
classroom only when the children are quiet needs to realize this is
what gives this person satisfaction. Some thought has to be given
as to why. To what degree an individual's behavior is shaped by
one's culture and social history needs to be faced. How can one
be released from blueprints induceil by dispositions to earlier ei-
periences?

The more one feels good about one's self, the less rigid and
the more open to change one may be. The person who responds in
skifensiVe Self-protective ways tends to resist change.

Knowing one's- professional competencies may be easier
because of Staff evaluation and assessment processes in schools.
Some assessment of the degree to which the children are actually
learnineis also an assessment of staff performance. Matching
one's self against a set of competencies needed for particular

19 15



LEARNING TO UNDERSTAND ADULTS AND THEIR,DEVELOPMENT

roles can he ihelpful. Although it is not the function of most
schools to provide either psychological or personal_analysis for
staff members, it=is difficult to_Separate valties,_attitudes and
personality from professional-Performance. The individual is not
two or three persons; even thOugh performing different roles, the
real self always tends to come;through. To change professionally,
the educator must understand the real self and analyze how this
self_is reflected in the varimis role ,enactmentS.

Since a person's ability to learn is related to becoming aware
of one's personal=and profeasional self, it is- extremely important
that staff development programs include activities for in-
dividuals to become aware of:their professional competencies.
Feedback conceniifig the staff member's_ classroorn performance
which is so essential to self-evaluation can lie gained through-the
use of video taping, observation by the principl or othertrained
persons, or by intervisitation of teachers, and assroom interac-
tion analysis procedures. Increasingly, participants need to-learn
to be analytical-about their owil behavior; which should supple-
ment but not replacemore objective_observation and=feedback.
The procesS for providing feedback to People needs to be consis-
tentrWith the concept that this is:a learning experience_ fOr=the
staff involved, not Merely-monitoring of performance;

A small group experience inay make it possible for the es-
tablishment of mutual -trust which in turn ,promates- self-
examination and the giVing and receiving of feedback on how one
ia perceived by others. A:staff development program might in-,
clude some small grouli interaction sessions with= skilled
leadership in which an atmosphere of free and open cominunica-
don is fostered_ . In addition, there is often need for individual in-
terviews and Support =for individuals who have difficulty in
handling certain aspects of the process of gaining self-knowledge
and in coping with reality.

Aichough certain group processes involving intensive- in-
teraction might he used to providethe thrust that is sometimes
required for the opening,of the self to ineight and awareness,, an
educational setting differs from the therapeutic in that the focus
of concedi is upon work-related interactions in the classroom and

16
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in other school-related groups, rather than upon the personal
problems of the individual: The emphasis is upon becoming
aware= of one's profesSional performance and how this is deter-
mined by such factors as personal goals, strengths, needs, and
beliefs.

It is essential:to achieve awaienesiinot only of life perfor-
mance but of the interior self. In essence, people must be in-
troduced.to themselves. The potential for continuous intellectual
growth and-- behavior )Change- continues in -life until -there is a
breakdown in certain physiological Mechanisms. The enabler -of
others, the person in the staff development- role, must present
avenues for increasing self-awareness as an opportunity- for -ex-
panding, cap.ibilities.

That which is unique and worthwhile in usinakes itself felt
in flashes. If We doznot know how to catch and savor the
flashes we aie without growth and without exhileratiOn.

Eric Hoffer

-Gaining New Knowledge, Concepts, and Techniques

Adults- tend -to act and believe in certain set patternsiuntil
they are convinced of the significance and practicality-of some
new information or technique. New concepts and techniques will
be more readily understood and accepted- by adults when
presented in concrete terms and related to praginatic4oals.

Rigidity in behavior may be in considerable part the result
of not knowing why, -what, or how to do something. Many adults
are generally well-disposed toward becoMing inVolved- in =new
learning-provided they can perceive the importance or relevance
of-the new idea.

"Building a positive set for learning and helping individuals
find:pleasure and satisfaction in learning have to he part of-the
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climate and process of staff development programs. The prin-
cipal- must- be seen as- a learner, as a person who is
knowledgeable, and-as =someone who_ has real excitement-in-the
learning process if Staff meinbers'are expectedito_See themselVes
as learnera..The-teacherworking with a_ paraprofessional ought
to-beperceived as a learner, as well as a trainer. The two roles are
=inextricably- intertwined.

A -Officinal serving_ in-the role of Staffideveloper must be-a
khoWing_person. Those who are responsible-for the learning-of a
large gro-up of_ Children and a staff of adults-have -by Virtue of
assuming thatrrole committed themselves -toiinterest growth-
and-change -in both knowledge_ and = ideas. The_areaa of, child
developthent and' learning, curriculum- and teaching processes,
assessment, evaulation, as well as-the sociaLand-societal lssues
affecting- education, are ,basid to _the learning-teaching-process.
Thisirequires-the,principal -to -be a reader of current, bookaand
magazines in education, and a 'participant in educatiOnat-
seminars,. -confeienees and workshops, and: ,at limes :fOrmul-
courses. It meane-thatithe,principal is in constant dialogue about
education-= with -the school 'staff. Aliookis handeiltto a teacher;

-Someone-is urged to see a particularly:OertineriUilm showing in
the commun ity;- a Magazine_with-anfirticle relevant,to his of her
particular= concerns-or-nee& paferit; kpapiphlet
summarizing a retent stqdriif giVen Et' counselor;, and -thetsf:

_

-itself,_ is a soUrce _ofanaterials-and literature. 13coki-
around-and not= ust on_shelves..Intlividuals are Urged'tojbOrrow:'
with the:comment, "-Let's discuSs-thee iideas n the book when you-
finish it." And this discuiiiOn 'actually takes_ place. Being an
effective staff 'developer irivolves=behavior which stimulates and
perauades, iritiates and implements, Orchestrates, and-above all

.

advocates-when needed.:Such=a person not -only has knowledge
but Conceptualizes, -that- is to aay relates the kilowledge to _the
concerns =and issues of the educational" process, -seeing-coniiec-
tions, diagnosing and analyiingin termaof the Whole,_ viewing
eachpart as -a segment -of a-totality.

, On- the -job learning may be =best suited to -the deliberate,
concrete; rational, and pragmatic thought pnxesses_ of many
adults.-They may learn new educational principles most readily
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through the analysis of actual situations and specific events.
Relevant films; well planned field trips, and demonstrations are
effectivesupPleMents, but the power of_ actually learning a con-
cept or technique in one's own classroom environment_cannot be
underestimated. There is no more effective means of presenting a,
- new approach to adults than -to -have them see it-in=action and,
better still, be a part of- it.

A didactic-approach may be suitable for certain information
and for contrast. in general, however, -the more cognitive- and
theoretical_ the -presentation the less-easily -it is assimilated- by
adults. They seem to learn most readily when feeling-as well as
cognitive responses are eliCited/The learning situation generally
nee& -the- informality and warmth of atmosphere which:allow
each person to react fully. This can rarely happen in a largelec-
ture halrandis not likely to happen even in a-small group. -or
seminar situation in wlifchithere is no emphaSis on participant.
involvement. Adults tend_to respond when the climate of lear-
ning respects 'their-identity, their uniqueness, their person:

Recent studies indicate that adult intelligence does not
decrease with age but can actually increase substantially. Being
involved in activities which permit hearing new ideas and infor-
mation and then discussing them are the most reliable means of
continuing the growth of one's intellectual capacities.-Adults-
need to'nsethecollective intelligence of theirculture andsociety
ancl-m'ake decisions with the wisdom and insightwhich can come
froth experience. The concept pf wbrking toward changing
teaching- styles- may not be iniportant to the _older adult, and
different reward systems may need to be considered. With -few
exceptions, sustaining:an intelligently challenging, environment
with continued high expectations of school personnel at-all ages
will cause adults to continue teaming throughout the life cycle.

Becoming human is becoming individual, end we become
individual under the guidance of, cultural patterns,
historically created systems of theaning in terms -of -which
we give form, order, point, and direction to our lives.

Clifford Geertz
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Commitment- to Learning and Growth

Perhaps the most diffitult task in adult education is to
break through habitual and rigid reactions. The adult's tendency
is to avoid that which is strange and strenuous, to be less
enthusiastic and less curious than children and adolescents. As
persons grow older,-they- are usually-less willing to risk failure.
For -this reason, they =need to anticipate a high probability- of
success beforerthey-will initiate change==particularly those who
have experiented many frustrations and disillusionments. They
are-salso inclined to- benefit-fromionger exposure -to motivating
factors because their reactiOnlime is slower.

Moreover, adults tendto solve presentproblems in terms of
what they have done or known in the past. This often results in
-their having ready- made answers and thud appearing to do little
creative thinking. However, when given new information or faced,
by new problems, many. adults :have =shown themselves to=be
capable of generating new answers.

Another:factor in adult resistance- to change is the
paramount influence of the culture. An adult's commitment to
learning and interest in changing will be dictated largely by
he or she perceives to be normative expectations in his or,her en-
vironment. When the expectations of the culture in which a per-
son is working or living are :for continuing growt)i and ac-
complishinent, both men-and Women tend to maintain alertnesS
and ability to:change. On the Other hand,. comp,ience maY be
quickly diminished when there -is no longer a demand for it This
is repeatedly demonstrated by the fact that manly persons appear
to "age" rapidly after retirement unless there is participation in
an environment which continues to provide challenges.

The adult must be able to do, to try to act, to choose, to be.
There must be opportunities to be deeply involved in the reality
of life: deolOgical cant is not enough.-More is needed than hopes
and dreams. -

Adults are less prbne than tile child or the adolescent to rush
into situations. They -tend to- act more slowly, requiring time
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for contemplation, to seek non - threatening environments. They
are seldom willing to risk public failure. They have too much to
protectparticularly the teacher-or administrator who may be
status conscious:

Whether or not the-person is seen as -self- renewing, chang-
ing, learning, or developing, it_is essential that the functions of
new-professional.roles be specified and made clear to the person
expected to perform their'. The competencies. needed to enact
these expoctatigris must be stated. This means that before school
staff members participate in a training activity, the objectives of
*program 'should be clear and if possible, personal competen-
mei be defined::

For example, if a stated outcome fora particular school pop-
ulation is a child who has an inquiring mind, then one of the
school's Yong range goals incorporates this. Specific objectives for
certain age and grade level groups- -are agreed upon. The
suggested- kinds of teaching activities- and strategies are
developed and accompanying- competendies teachers --need to
acquire to carry out the activity are specified and made clear to
the teachers. The staff development program is then geared to
enable teachers_to -begin to acquire the competencies.

Competencies need -to -be analyzed from three dimensiOns:

1 the knowledge_ needed to understand;
2. the behavior or skill needed -to enact;
3. the attitudes and values underlying.

Training activities -may deal with all ,these dimensions or
with one Or -two of them. Too- frequently staff development
program_ eonlx deal with:the knowledge ditnension. If there is to
be any. impact, changerin behavior of the person is paramount.
All ofthe_dimensions need to be dealt with if there is to be real
internalization of the learning.

Whether or not the -expectatiomi for levels of performance
are agreed tohy the staff or are derived from the belief system of
the prindipal they .need to be stated. Vague statements about

0"# t"'",,
t
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good teaching or -improving learning environments aren't ade-
quate to enable adults to learn. There needs to be a symbol
systeni which makes sense to what one :s expected to-learn and
do.- Specific activities and-experiences need-also to_ be coherent
and be seen in-a-larger-frameWork Which has meaning for the per-
son.If the_therne for an_opening schooliworkshop is, "The-School-
as a Total _Learning Environment," it must -_be- clear what is
meant by this phrase in the whole context of education and what
-tea-cli ers-i need,. to- do to -work -towards it 'mist_ be understood.

Within a_ school syStem, It should-be the expectation-that
both -children -and- adults are learners. However; this is- not
generally-true and many - teachers take courses beca&-tisokhave
-to -for advancement and tenure, not -because they perceive
-theinselyes as _learners or accept _the fact that they need-to learn.
Developing- interest and-building _commitment- are- inajorgoalii
the_PrincipalEhas to work at. Staff members rers can most-readily be

beachievers when-that_WhiCh is to learned is pragmati-c, specific,
tangible, -and -perceived= as useful-to them.

The _demand- of- Potent- community- groups _and-pugnacious
parents,- expressed through-boycotts, denionstrations,-and desire
-for- control,- instill- an-element of-drama, =not:planned:or struc-
tured- by -the_ trainers._ Educators are:being_thallengedto refrain=
-from externalizing the blamei for school-failure. Previonsly-;un-
quettioned-assumptions about' who does-what, abotit-stratifica.
tion,_ about decision-Making, about "top- down" policy formation
tare allibeing challenged. The more -the outcriesEstrike -the-solar
plexus ofth-e- educational establishment,-the more_ commitment
toehazige may- become a- reality. The-fact that the human-brain
couldzdevise -a piOcedure -to ,go -to- the moon but _be tmable to
provide relevant learning process for all children, is a fact-which,
when- discussed- -by staff members; -may provide- the :needed
stimulus-for trying new-approaches to learning. If the_tationid
-scene_tod-ay does not.provide the motivation, then local concerns_

ihave_to-be_ designed to shake-the-equilibrium of those coin-
fortable-with -_-known ways-of doing-things. Parents' committees
-evaluating teachers' _performanees are -such-dramatic shocks.
Beginning a training-session with some of the hard fada-on the
lack of-achievement of children- and -=the accountability-of the
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school -board and parents may jilt the trainee into seeing' the
societal' needs for educational changes.

Usually- the more people have at stake in a progratn, -the
more committed they become. Were the, participants involveclih
the training involved in planning? Did they help set the objec-
tiveS for the new school program? Are= there rewards for those
-vito participate ? When people have- great responsibility accom-
panied by -high status and
committed-than another who has little responsibility, low status

-rewards, they will usually be More
.,

and slight rewards. It might be expected, therefore, that teachers
would be less committed than principals and administrators.

P.

Comniitment .to the goal of enabling children and youth to
learn involves another kind of commitment7=that of the
Seeing hiinself or herself as a learner, as a self-renewing, inquir-
ing, crowing person even at a mature age. The thrust of training,
based on this premise, is to- encourage the entire staff-of.the'
school -to see- itself, its programs, and its -population as all
operating Within a learning community. The learning process
should be as continuous and -open -ended for adults as it is for
children.

Membership in a small group of -some kind- in- the school
usually_ induces feelings of commitment to fellow members. Also,
group expectations of openness'in its members may motivate
staff to- experiinent and to see themselves as learners. in
perpetuum.

The more actively principals and other school personnel
share in= planning and operating their staff development
programs, the more committed they are all likely to be in con-
sidering =both personnel and school changes.

We live in a moment of history when change is so speeded
up that we begin to see the present only when it is already
disappearing.

nit-41
t I

R.D..Laing
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r.

Experiencing and Practicing New Competencies
0

The person who needs to improve human Jelatione skills
finds there are few reaction -free environments in_Which to prac-
tice, and yill find small group sessions may be usefUl vehicles.
Here the members should be granted" permission to experiment,
to make MiStakes, Andlo ,get feedback on their Behavior.

The supervisory conference- is the most common form of
feedback :for educational personnel. It ()Ours where a person
responsible for either the training or evaluation of another_ has a
conference ivith the person observed to share what was seen and
heard. School personnel need to-be encouraged by principals to
use other Means of_ feedback such_ as: the children - themselves;
Other teachers, specialists,_ or resource people; various media;
and claSsroorninteractien analysis procedures. They ought to be
able:to Seleet or develop their -own self-analysis systems-and a
number of teacher forms are available to assist in
this process.

Simulated experiencee are not as valuable as realiones but
are more potent than thoeereadiabout in ooks or listened to in
lecinres. Role playing can provide approaches for approxiMating
rear life, nd -getting smile notion of thefeelings and-reactions of:
others,. Responding to-case studies, vide6iaping, slides; andbrief
film -cliPS and other media provide opportunities- for neer en,
counter with -real experience- and -for assessment Of-methods and
results:, Video taping of-teaching episodee is a moirikjective-
-powerful way -to get_feedlook on self.

SimOlation,has-the value of being. non-threateningAt may
provide a: quasi-exPeriMental base -for -the initial _stages but
should lead-on to self-evaluation 'of-actual experience.

,SchOol Personnel-need supportive feedback on theirperfor.
:mance, in, the, new- situation and-a collaborativeatmospliere
whiCh to practice new approaches,,to analyze their effec ;veness,
And _to try -again for ae_often as necessary to achieve positive
10111ts.

t;'N 1
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Summary of Factors "Affecting Adults as Learners
V

.Despite the multiplicity of influences in the life of an adult
(Tar more- divergent and prolonged than the influences uPon
children and youth), some- factors -in adult development appear
to be generalizable. Research mr the developmental Stages of
adulthood and: conc mitant theories of how learning takes place
are noiextensive, but concepts are beginning to emerge =which
have tremendous implication for programs of staff development._

One concept has been ,well substantia*.d=by--research: that
structuring and restrUctbiring the personality and increase in in-
tellectual-performance- can continue throughout the -life cycle.
The concept- of the aduliii continued capaaity for change
!providei the rationale and the fundamental dynamic for the
education of adults.- However, some contravening tendencies
have:been identified and need to be considered, such as adults'
propensity:_

1. to become increasingly inflexible;
2. to cling to familiar modes of behavior which appear to them

to be effective;
3. to fear risking failure;
4. to respond to- the expectations of their cultures or- sub-

cultureS, as perceived by,them;
5. -to be less curious and enthusiastic than children and youth;
62 to. develop a !shield of self-protection;
7. to reject new principles and practices which are =not con-

cretely and obviously related to their own pragmatic goals;
and

8. most importantly, to require respect for their_wiiqueness as
persons and for- their ability to enter into the planning and
enactment of their own learning-and development.

The search for diversity is never free from an element of
risk!

tr"-.4 9

Amiya Chakravarty
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LEARNING TO UNDERSTAND ADULTS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT

Summary of Training Strategies
for Effective Change in Adults

Training Objectives

1.

Training Strategies

Clarity of role expecte- -
tions and personal com-
petencies

2. "Awareness by trainees of
self and of others' percep-
tions of self

26
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Description Of new program,
activity, or procesS fol. which
training- is necessary with
rationale for its use
Saitement of functions
which individuals need -to
enact
Clear statement of =personal
competencies needed to
fulfill-function
Glossary of words and -sym-
bols= used

' Interaction in small en-
counter or sensitivity groups
Student response
Instrument,feedback

*Observation feedback-
o Consultation

Encounter
Confrontation
Counseling
Interaction Analysis
Self-analysis
Reading
Meditation
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3. Commitment of trainees to Training activities which fos-
1 e arning and to the ter realization that know-
development of new com- ledge is constantly expand-
petencies ing and better ways of func-

tioning are- constantly being
evolved
Varied processes which illus-
trate the facts that people
must use their full potential
for growth and self-improve-
ment
Discussion of need and ra-
tionale for new program, skill
or process, or for change
Discussion of parents' and
societies' expectations for
schools, the- goals of educa-
tion
Trainees' participation- in
planning and decision-
making
Use of multi-media such as
brief, open-ended film clips
to provoke= discussion geared
to problem solving -

Reinforce-ment of effective
action by feedback from
group and continuing- super-
vision
Demonstration 'of commit-
ment by trainers, administ-
rators, supervisors, =and=
teachers in their own atti-
tudes and behavior
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4. Gaining of new know-
ledge, concepts, and tech-
niques, which are per-
ceived by trainees as rele-
vant Co their needs and
`situation

'Didactic input in seminars,
workshops
Use of stimulation tech-
niques
Observation- of- demons-
trations or model situations
Reading and writing experi-
ences
Field Trips

5. Experiencing and -prat_tic- Opportunities, for trying new
ing new competencies behaviors in supportive and

non-threatening settings
Observation and self analysis
during enactment of new
competency and= behavior
Small group_sharing of ex-
periences
Intervisitation between
classroom and schools -

Diagnosis of individual's-ex-
periences and poisible new
approaches
Re-enactment after analysis -

Competent and= continuing_
supervision in a consul-
tative style
Recording or- video- taping of
trainees' own experiences to
induce self-evaluation
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CHAPTER -FOUR

THE ENABLING PERSON

... the characteristic attributes of the:perton who emerges;
arperson who is more- open' all orthe elements ()Nils
Organic experiences, a person who is developing a-trust in
his own organism as an instrument of sensitive living; a.per-
spn who accepts the locus cf*, evaluation as residing--within
himself; a person who is learning to live in his life as a par-
ticipànLin= a fluid,- on-going process, in ,whichhe is-con;
tinually disOovering new aspects of himself in the flow of his
experience These are some of the elements which séëm to
me to be involved in becoming a person.

Rogers

Theiperson in the school setting who:is functioning in -the
role -6f the itaff deVeloper, must be an- individual- mho has
knowledge about the content of the training. This nieatis an-un-
derStandingof relevant underlying concepts and informaVon-as
well aS the impaations and specific techniques and activities for
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the particular aspect of school life with which the training
:program deals. The indiVidual must not only be a knowing per-
senhuthe perceived of by others as InoWledgeable.

The person-musthave a spirit of advocacy for Schooling and=
for the -area or content With which the training is concerned. This
would =be evident through attitudes expressed _and behaviori
enacted which show enthusiasm, energy and commitment as
well as knowledge and= ability in the area. :WS perSon who
knows, believes, and acts, and withlittle ideological flabbiness.

The ability to develop the trainees' trust and confidence in
the trainer- is=essential. This,may not =come immediately but
trust must collie. This means supporting and nourishing each in-
dividual's strengths and identity as well as a sense_ of equilibrium
iri the group. It may imply intimacy at times and certairily being
open-minded, innovative,_ and curious. It calli for a person whose
values= are not culture bound= -or limited to generational or
geographical :grOups. It means relating to diverie individuals
with awareness of what is,going on in the= group,_ consciously
attemptirig tortranscend-=thefactivity ofthe-moMent in terms of
its larger meanings fora pe-rson andsfor the group, It requires _a
consciousness- of intentionality which co_ nstantly integrateS
process _and conterit.

The staff developer, whether it -be the Principal; a spedialist
or an assistant principal, or a teacher Working with an assistant
or paraProfessional, must have an ultimate concern with valuing_
the dignity 'and worth orall human beings and an interestin the
deVelopment of the potential inherent in every perion. Central in
relationshipk_with children ie understanding the child as being
and becoming as well as accepting oneself as being and becoMing:
--becoming a person with respect for the individuality of self and
others, who lives a ,CreatiVe, distinctive, and cUlturallk-respon-
sivelife, who endeavors to functiOn with competence, humane
values, and the spirit of learning and inquiry . . . a person who is
:erudite and= stimulates the ithagination of others,

Froin thisiperspective the effective enabler would be able to
relate to others as equals in interpersonal encounters, and With a
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sense of joy and satisfaction develop ,open and honest
relationships with =a wide range of people of various age levels
and with different backgrounds and life experience.

Being Able to Communicate

-Pradtical _Education suffers= from the very problem that
most communications suffer fromthe =people involved
can'tireally get togethemto see, to touch, -to be _ themselves
with another. My personaliconcernihas to d_ o with Ways-of
bridging the space between people. '

David S., Abbey

The individual -in the training and-enabling role has- to be
able to= communicate meaning. The intent of the coMmunica-
tion,Nerbal or non - verbal, -must be clear. Among the factors to be
considered are the communicators and the receivers- of doth-
municaticin. Because of cUltural-or=geographical-differenceS do
the receivers_perceive, what is being_said qUite differently- froth
the way-it was meant? Has the communicator really tried to be
aware of the perception of the receiver? Does the Communicator
check on the degree of perception? there awareness of the
Perceptive field=self and other? AreAvords Uttered seen ii.s maps
Of others' lives? Is the setting:and cAntekt Considered? Is =the
voice vel se high or acconstics sol3ad that hearing is difficult?

The language and vocabulary used needs to:grow out of the
intent and purpose of the session- and of the particular in-
dividuals involved, The _process needs a :sequence, needs
organization. l'resenting one idea:at SAime, item by-item, and
the use of analogies or points of referencerwith which the listener
is= -familiar- are essential dimensions -of gOod =cominunication.
Summarizing points with a final overview is Akio iniportant.In
small interaction situations a listener can :be urged- to ask
questionS or to:summariZe the communicator's tonim9its. The
cbmunkatotzmay use various proc-eases to get immediate feed-
back on=hOw-the intent -and content, of the communication are
being perceived. All are helpful. In largcr groups feedbackmight
be through qUestions from the floor; through -written-questions,
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through buzz groups (small discussion groups organized to feed-
back questions), or through the use of provocateurs or reactors
immediately = following a presentation.

The Staff Development Person- as Leader

Leadership can be defined -as the-human response to the
needs of a social matrix which enables it to becometobc
more fully. QualitS, can exist in-leaderithip when,:either in
the rap of the Moment or the deep mists of time, it improves
the human_condition.

The concept of leadership dealt With here = is based on
leadership as an influencing or affecting procesS. People can be
in positions Of-leaderihiP, because they-were elected, appointed,
or because they inherited the role; leadership can exist in a varie-
ty of poSitions: not just the princiPal or the grade = leader. The
teacher can be leader in the classroom. as well as providing
leadership in a teaching team aituatiOnsif tile behavior Of others
is being affected. Persons who_are in positions &authority such
as the principat.have certain power and rights for influencing
others by- virtue of_the role. Use of- authority-- within a framework
of a =commendable and- humane value system is better -than
laissez fake approaches to leadership which may permit inade-
iquate learning environments for children to exist. If:thecuse Of
authority is based on knowing and--convictions, its use to in-
fluencethe behtivior of others may be of-utmost- significance in

'Certain situations.

Leadership may be exhibited in many ways through the use
of varied media, in human interaction, and d-group situations.
Whether-or not-one is preparing a -film to influence others or is
conducting a training sessiOn On child_asifeSsment; the Person
who intends to fulfill-the staff development leadership role must
be aware of the audience or group. What is its culture, its values,
its _needs; its strengths, and its goals? This is a consideration in
looking at individges, as-viell as at the_ group. For - the latter it
might be necessary to-know What its organiZation is and how it
fits into &larger system.
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The groupgroup leader needs to respond to the feeling level of
human interplay as well as the cognitive level. A sense of when to
use intensity,_withdrawal, direction, delegation, negotiation, and

-support is necessary.

-Being able -to _lead= group discussion is an essential= corn-
petency of:the Staff developer. -Important elements or effective
discussion-include definitions ofthe problemzortopinbeing .dis-
cussed. Adequate information- has -to be_available if the group is
to dealiwithAhe topics or problems with some depth or resolu-
tion, and the complex of fact-fin-ding qualities

able
be

recognized. Discussion group'participanta have:to be able to diS.
tingiiish between facts and feelings,,Awareness of differences and=
common goals has to be achieved. Is the person who is speaking a
reflective thinker or an advocate of a particularpoini of view?
Are participants selective as to what information they use? Does
their use of login and sequence in the diecussion provide_
quate analytidal approaches to tepicaor problems?

Distussion #oups-need to look back at a session and review
What-was Said:Individual participants, the human network,-are
coMponents to_consider in evaluating a group discuSeion, as well=
as the movement of the group from clarifying information to °Pi-
nion Sharing; and finally to resolutiori.

Some-Staff Development Roles

The concept of a person in a supervisory role which serves to
c-ertain staff _develOpinent .functions_shas, long_=been -in ex,

istence. Some-of the -federally supported programs -and: par-
ticularly-the open _education -niodeleihave introduced new -roles=
such tisi_Staff Developer, or = Advisor, Aigeneral- characteriatinof
this role is thatthe_person _works along with a specific number/6f-
teacherain-itheir -classrooin- situations.

Demonstrating anctmodeling specific methods and techni-
ques of teaching are a typical activity, but majoremphasis is-also
needed-On-being a facilitator, orihelping the teachers in any-Way
possible _to movetoWards-the stated.objentives. This-may-mean-
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locating institutional materials, physiCally rearranging the
classroom, and sharing in the planning of programs for the year
as well as day by day. Supportive feedback from classroom
observation is usually= seen as an essential component- for this
new role.

a

The extent -to which the person in this staff developer role
actually conducts grOup training sessions varies. However, the
basic principle existing in most versions of the case is that the
number of teachers with whom the staff- developer= or advisor
works is limited, usually to not more than eight to twelve.

The more classic staff development role- is that of the
"supervisor." This has long beema position in American schools
and was derived from the function_ollinspection. The concept
that helping teachers develop is a_responsibility of school ad-
ministration and the concept of supervision as a supportive role
came after 1910. These concepts did not become ma* accepted
across the nation until much later. During the-'30's and '40's, the
function of- staff develoPment became a shared responsibility
between administrators, consultants, dirrectors, department
heads, and the whole range of roles which provide leadership for
school personnel. There is a large and growing, literature in the
area, and a number of professional organizations at the local,
state, and national level are most active in promoting these con-
cepts in the field.

The role of the supervisor in providing 'leadership for
curriculum development may be somewhat- distinctive, since
principals, consultants, and other types of enablers are con-
ceived of more as trainers than conceptualizers, writers, and
planners of various curriculum content. However, it is difficult to
define either supervisory roles or functions rigidly since they are
carried out by different people in different systems and settings
with infinite adaptations and 'variatioas.
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CHAPTER FIVE

STRUCTURES FOR
STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

Staff development activities may be-thought of as single ac-
tivitiestor as an integrated series of events. Listed -below are
various modes and structures for giving both a unity and an iden-
titY to a grouping of activities. A staff development program for a
school -for- a year might include a- conferencei a series of
workshops; several seminars, as well as appropriate interaction
process* performed by-various individuals in administrative,
superVising,_consulting, enabling, and supportive roles.

The Conference

The concept of the convention is not being descriind here
although the:term is sometimes synonymous With;the term con-
ference. Conventions are annual or periodia gatherings of large
groups-and are conducted by associations and organizations and
not -by- schools or school systems. A conference is sometimes the
same kind-of activity, but aait is defined here it is more limited
in size, scope, and purpose. '

A school might have an opening conference it the beginning
of-the school year with a variety of different kinds of meetings
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and activities. Usually conferences are used to present informa-
tion and not to enable people to acquire new competencies. Ideas
learned at a- conference may stimulate individuals to -try new
practices. -- Conferences are excellent sources of stimulation and
inspiration as well as inforrriation giVing.

More= and more conferences include varieties of progrartrap-
proaches which permit people to experience and to practice.
Mini sensitivity -or, human groWth sessions, role playing, and
"teacher making Materials" sessions are examplesuf experien-
tial,procesSes= which can be included in conferences.

ConferenCes provide staff people excellent = opportunities to
share programs and- and are great ego builders for -those
having "input" responsibilities.

The Institute - 025'

The_ term institute is used to mean Many things. It may be
an institution, a center; or a program within -an institution or
school systern, It may last for one evening or fqr.a year.

As defined here it differs from a conferenPe in that as .a train-
ing program, it-has a narrower focus. It usually is smaller in size
and -is -seen as more specifically a training Opptirtunity. It May
have more participation activities with the Objective that =the
participants are to learn a new approach or way to do something.

in an institute on the "new math" or "movement
education" the.participRnts are actually expected to learn how to
teach the "new math" or how to lead some "movement" class ac-
tivities. At a conference the- process is not as deliberately
designed to enable a person to gain competencies as in an institu-
tion.

The Workshop

A workshop can also be a place or an activity. It may last for
a summer or for two hours. It is also designed to enable the par-
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ticipants to acquire some new competencies. By the very use of
the two words "work"' and "shors-' participating and doing are
implied.

A- workshop is usually for a limited numberof people_ and
may =deal with group -feelingS and interactions as well as in-
dividual professional growth.' Itsrsubject is usually limited and
focuses more on practices;,piocesses, or ways of doing or making
something rather than an esoteric or intellectual exploration of
highlY-thecreticallor philosophical issues.

The Seminar

Technically a seminar LI a learning situatiori in which the
participants provide the input and is usually so structured in in-
stitutions of higher education. In other settings it implies a small
group meeting_ of one or more sessions to study -a subject in some
depth. The seminar usually includes presentation of papers,

speeches, andidiscussions and does-not have:participating or ex-
periential activities except in discussion. It is a .proces13 through`
which to gain new information about something in which one is
already involved and= to share thinking and experiences related
to the- topid.

The Course

The term course is usually reserved for training activities
sponsored by institutions of higher education, but school systems
also provide "in-service" courses. It deals with a specific subject
and usually me is over a period of weeks or,montbs. A course can_
be concentrated in a weekend or- week. Courses range in style and
process from lectures to encounter, groups, from trips abroad to
indiVidual tutoring. It's not an atte,..tive term to individuals in
school settings and does not seem to be an appropriate term to
use within the school setting.

The Carousel

The carousel is a newcomer to the training a. It means
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that a number of program sessions are going on at,the same time.
They are repeatelieach time block and all participants haye the
opportunity of attending- the same sessions but at different
times. The feature is that the group session can be smaller, and
more discussion- and 'participation can be encouraged. Some
planners observe that- the presenters "run down",or "get blah','
after repeating a presentation several times, but since groups are
so different, each session can have its own life and particular
quality.

The Colloquium

The colloquium is a term reserved for a learning sess ion with
a series of- formal presentations or papers with planned'
respondents or provocateurs to tt ,resentations anci some dis-
cussion. The papers or talks are stletimes publiAed and dis-
tributed to larger audiences than those who attend =the collo-
quium.

The- SYmpokium

The symposium is similar to a colloquIum bgt may have
quite as learned or intellectual objectives.

The-School Study Approach

O

4

Involving school staff -members in some kind of study
prograin analysis usually is a learning experience=forthose-par
ticipating. A study with certain set criteria can be initiated by an--
accreditirig agency, a scLool board,-or central adthinistratioq. Tt
can also be set up by the school staff itself. It may begin -with the
principal asking, "Why -don't we take a-year to see iihat we are
doing in this school and why?" or "Do we not need to.assesS what
the needs of children are?" or "Do *eas a staff knO* what our
parents expect us -to- be doing:for their _children?" The:whole
organilation and_ process of-doing-the study would r6quire the
participants--to be analytical about self, process, program and
setting. It would require-sharing of-ideas; considerable:staff in-
teraction, reading, thinking, knowledge; anditechniques.
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Progiam Develop= lit Projects

&tablishing goals; objectives, program strategies, and
means of program analysis and evaluationis a planning process
for a school which can be a learning experience for those who par-
ticipate. Organizing and developing new reading or Math
programs, starting a resource= center,: or planning anycinstruc,
tionalnrea and developing curriculuin-would serve as a learning
Situation for, Some of the participants. Teaming oUteacher and
paraprofessional, teacher -and teacher, teacher and spetialisi,
teacher .and parent -all involve planning and sharing. If the
relationship is effective, it can be a learning experience.

-The Center

The teacher center as a place or a program is becoming the
locale for staff development activities in many school systems.
Schools themselves may have spaces so designated or schools in a
geographical area may share a mutual space. In some cities a
center may occupy a huge space and have libraries, demonstra-
tion areas, classrooms, workshops for making materials, and ex-
hibits.

The Staffing of the center is a PiVotal factririn determining
lts success. The function of the staff; whether one person or twen-
ty, ought.tnbe that of coordination and orcheitration of human
and material resources._ They might to be able i6 draw on all the

=
resources of_ the school system, coRege and university, aa Well as
cultural and social institutions. Too frequently the center
becomes a place for making paper rriacheinape and not a_place
for seeing the use of maps in a much larger context. HoWever; the
focus of-a center as a plate- where one= can do, make, build;
design, discuss, cut, carve, think, dance, saw, paste, paint, sing,,
and play is one of- its essential strengths- and cannot'be un-
derestimated.derestimated.

Throughout the'nation there isiaiviide range of designs and
modelibeingused. Some centers work jointly with institutions of
higher education; some are sPonsored'and conducted by outside
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agencies; some -give credit; and others are very informal places
where teachers can gather to share experiences and ideas. Before
starting a. center those_ interested should not ofily explore their
own- needs and resources, but also visit a= variety of already
operating centers as a most essential part of -the planning
process.

The =Setting

Just-as the teacher is concerned about the right learning en-
vironment for the student, the person involVed,in staff develop-
ment must be aware of the teaching potential of the Setting in
which an interview is taking place or a morkahop-is, being con-
ducted:People do have their eyes open, anc' consciously or sub-
sonsciously they are- studying the enVironment. Does a prin-
cipal's office declare that here is a learning, searching, knowing
person who respects adults- and children? Does -it have -ap-
propriate furniture for_ the child interviewee? Is it aeithetically
and -- comfortably furnished? Does the interviewer move away
from the protection and status Which a- desk-gives? Are there
books and Materials around that one senses the enabler is actual-
ly reading or are the = shelves filled with ztextb6ok samples and
material whith has no apparent meaning to the person whose of-
fice-it is?

Whether or not to have a training conference in- a school;
hotel, an inn, or a camp relates to the objectives. The same may
be said for having a- one-session workshop aftqf school in a
classroorn, the'library. at a facility not related -to schooling like
a hotel, a Museum, a lodge, a park, a community center, a home,
or _a church. Formality, informality, comfort, relatedness, or non-
relatedness of the space to the objective of the session are factors
to weighin selecting a place.

Training setting% in basiness and industry are usually very
carefully planned to be comfortable and supportive for the
learner. Individuals planning for effective staff development
Sessions for educators need to be very cognizant of the setting as
well;
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CHAPTER SIX

ACTIVITIES FOR
PRESENTING INFORMATION

Although there is considerable evidence that the participant
in a = staff de_ velopment program -may learn more when actively
involved in an experience_and not just listening, viewing, Or

reading, nevertheless acquiring knowledge is an essential part of
the human growth process. Information can be presented in ways
which involve the participants -in a session. The adult learner
needs to be stimulated to seek the world of ideas and the in-
tellect. Those, who are involved with teaching children expect
them to be inquiring, searching, reading, and knowing students.

Lectures

This term refers to a verbal presentation by a single person
who an authority or expert on a particular -topic and has
organized- his- material so it is relevant for the- particular
audience. When this process takes the form of reading a paper,
the presenter needs some assurance` that this style of presenta-
tion will =be accepted by the audience because of its levels of in-
terest; involvement, and expertise. Most lecture presentations
are more effective- when there is time for a discussion period
following the formal= presentation. If the topic cannot be dis-
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cussed insthelarge group session; there should be opportunity to
discuss it in groups =after the generaLsession. There are research
findings-Whickindicate -that the response of an audiericeis_ of
higher-quality when films, slides, and other visual teChniquesare
used to ssupPlement verbal presentations.

Discussion

When different points of view are expressed in a cairn and
deliberative fashion, ratherthan argOrnentativel, the process is
called disCuSsion. =However this process -is uSed-with casual in-
differenCe ManY,trainerS with the_ result that the-Participants
are diignintled,with-the experience and state that they:gained
nothing from Leading a.good discussion innart which re,
quires knoWledge of humanEbehavior and interaction pitterrifi of
people ingroUps.lt- also requires the abilitYlto enable a collection
ofpeoPle to have a mutual eiploratiori aa topicor problem, ex-
=tend theirlearning and Understariding of it, and/or come to some
pOssible .solutions. The leader has the rights of a group
member to :make contribuiioris to-the discussion =but the=iiiain

Arisks of the-leader are, ecegriizing and encouraging participants, -

asking queatioris which will affect the thrust and direction o_ f the
diadussion, and7suMmariiing.

The technique of the buzz group whereby a large audience
quickly broken up into small troups_to.discusw_semaiiiPect of a
leetUre, as film,_or-a-ptinerpi-ilentation is an effectiVe means of
increasing participation-in largegroups. The program,May be so
structured that -a single coniment:or question -from each buzi
group iS then=fed back to the total groyp and reactedtoin some
'fashion- by the speaker=or by volunteers from the audience.

Panel Preientation-

A-panel presentation involves a small group of individuals
discussing-a topic before an audience, with audience participa-
tion during the_latter part of the time span. The imbibers of the
panel may each make a short presentation followed=bk discus-
sion. It is then best to have all members makstheir igesentations
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before the discussion begins. An alternative design is discussion
among the panelists before the audience is drawn into the discus-
s*. Timing paneli, is one of the crucial aspects-of their success.
The audience is frequently unhappy if its -time for participation
slips away beCause the panel: sPeakera go on tOolong.

-

Foruin-

This termis used in much the same way-as a panel presenta-
tion, but technically it indicates a large amountrof audience dis-
cussion with- few, if any, initial presentations. Usually .one
speaker is adequate to spark the discussion.

Hearing

The hearing is also similar to the panel presentation, but the
audience has come together chiefly to react and respond to a par-
ticular program or project which may -have been presented before

the hearing: or may be presented; at the hearing: itself. 'Hearings
are frequently well planned and timedrand are usuallyforthal in
structure. IndividualaWho-wish to respond to particular aspects
of the:Proposal that is bring heard:may have _to simupahead of
the-hearing and are given amount of time. The Content'
of the:proposal usually known 'before:the hearing. Againithe
:role of the chairperson and:the handling of time are crucial to the
quality:Of the session.

Meeting

Schools :have many meetings. These may:be:opportunities
for training, but generally they are for management and
operational purposes. However, any discussion of policies,
procedures, = program changes, personnel assignments,- and
regulationi- can be perceived as 'loth informatiVe inplit,and,
when accompanied by the rationale and exploration of the topic
under discussion, can -be opportunitiei for learning. Many staff
meetings have the administratiye session first 'or At the end with
guest Speakers, special reports, and other programmatic material
being presented.
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Committee meetings, grade level meetings, and the whole
range of formal and informal sessions which take place in schools
are usually great time consumers and may not be=very produc-
tive learning_ sessions for the participants. They can be laced
with personality conflicts and tangled webs of conflict. Meetings,
though often- necessary,

-
cannot take the place of a staff develop-

ment _program.

Ptinte4:1Clateriala

Participants in a staff development session like to leave the
session with some, printed Material. It,may be an outline or sum=
maryofthe content of the session, a reading and_film list, or new
material to read. It may be a training guide or teaching manual.
How these are written and graphically presented is an important
consideration.4t is best no_ t-to distribute poorly written or badly
duplicated material.

The =key feetor is the timing of distribution. Program
_Planners tend- to give= it all in packets at the beginning, or

__perhaps at the end. If varinuelnaterials_aregiven.out:as they are
pertinent during a sessioni the participant has some - orientation
to each as a particular Rein and not just as one in a series of pink
and=- blue mimeographed sheets- stuck in-the pocket Ofia 'folder
given to participants as they register.

Media Presentation

The use of short and full length films, -film- strips, slides,
video tapes, sound tapes, overhead projection, charts, graphs,
and pictures is a valuable means of presenting information.
Some studies indicate that the use of media elicits a high degree
of retention by participants. The choice of what is viewed is im-
portant and the adequacy of the viewing space, lighting, and the
equipment must be considered. Ordinarily a trainer should not
use media which he or she has not seen or heard before the ses-

. sion, but when this is not possible, the reedits, ought -to be
recommended by someone whom the trainer knows and respects.
Open- ended audiovisual materials are valuable: brief film clips
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,which present a ,single issue; a film strip; or a -more comprehen-
sive film which, can be stopped at intervals to discuss alternative
Ik4s, of dealing with the -situatiOn portrayed. These materials
provide an opportunity for analySis of otherS' experience which
may be less- threatening in the earlTstages.of team work -than
analysis of one's or experience. This may lead eventually to
Self,evaluation.

There are a number of oaSsetteltapes and albumsWhich a
person or small group can use for self= instructiori.,Many of these
deal_withipersontil motivation and growth and there is a whole
serir issued=by the American Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tio in counseling, interviewing, and human deVelopMent. Many
professional _associations have tapes of speeches at conventions
and training approaches relateti to the field to which the ass_ ocia=
tion- is related.

/ -Exhibits

Most large conventions have extensive commercial exhibits
and_participants generally do spend time at them.,SOme kind of
exhibit of pertinent media is a means of extending the conteiitTof-
a session no matter how big or long the meeting is. Tlie,presenter
or group leader_who brings several books, pictures, child-m_ade or
teacher;made_materials to refer to in a single seminar session or
just to haVe on the table, gives the participant the opportunity to
.7.xplore further or to see examples.

Conferences frequently have ongoing or periodic film or film
strip sessions which are announced as such and-have little or no
discussion. The filths are just available -to -be seen-Since these
sessions are sometiines at odd houra.in the conference schedule
so as to attract people to give a large block of time, adequate
descriptive information needs_to be givenithe participant about
the content of- the - particular media_ form.

Library and Resource Center

Each school building ought to have a materials resource area
for -its staff. This- would include- books, pamphlets, an-

JCS
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nouncements of college and other institutional training
:programs, and collections of items of value to the staff. Frequent-
ly- these are housed in the school staff loqnge which is a con
venient place to reach people. Perhaps there.also needs to be a

*,place which-has a more professional and work atmosphere. No
matter where the work and library_areals.located it needs to be
kept uP. Nothing _is- less= stimulating_ than to find last year's
magazines on display, current ones unwrapped, and old collage
summer session announcements -on the bulletin _board.

Staff Meetings

Most schools have staff meetings which may range in con-
tent -from= actual staff development sessions with speakers= or
professional advancement programs of some kind to business
meetings dealing with - announcements- and clarification -of
regulations and procedures. The staff meeting can also lie the
business meeting for the teacher association or union.

To have staff meetings serve-individualie professional-needs,
the: content should- appeal to as many of the particip-ants-as
:possible.lf a-new math-program is_beirig introduded for_tha lower
grades,,it-should be:made Clear:how it is pertinent to the whole
school-, staff -which A tprisent._ Specialiied_and: very-intensive
programs- ought. -to 'We reserved for- special- staff -sessions- and
_perceived-,as- a _training -activity rhe_ timing of =Staff meetings
Seldom -permits-a topic_ to---be dealt with -in -any kith.

-Planning_of staff meetings iii_esantial, particularly when it
is a_conibinect business and_prograiri,meeting._A Meeting. which
-keeps a:speaker waitingvvhile the-dateof a_holiclaY partyibr the
new fire drill procedures are-being objected-to, has not-been-well

,thought through-It -is -true -there are -times when -with _the-best
planning, 'items cornelip =which are_-not expected, but- the-prin,
c ipal--_and: a- planning coinmittee_ ought,to have enough sense -of
both people- and - issues -not -to Plan profesSional- development_

the is-a great deal-of business _to_be discussed.
Wine timing_of staff meetings is one of-thelnost crucial factors to

consider._ Staff meetings _can -have_ a- the Me for a -semester, or- a-
year-to enable them to have -continuity -and -depth.
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CHAPTER. SEVEN

SMALL GROUP
INTERACTION PROCESSES
AND APPROACHES
FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Every human interaction has the potential for being a learn-
ing situation. Whether or not a principal does-or does not say
hello or good morning to a staff person met hi the hallway and
even the tones of voice can leave a teacher wondering what the
voice, the body action, or phrase might mean.

There are -many informal intcraction siNations in schools.
Interviews are held in hallways, offices, s.vashrooms, cafeterias,
cars, and at parties, community functions, and on the telephone.
The person initiating the comment, the observation, or the ques-
tion must be aware-of all the implications of what and how
something is said. Attempts to perceive how the listener- inter-
prets the- verbal or non-verbal behavior must be made. The
responses cue the person as to what to say or do next in terms pf
one's purpose. What was thought of as a pleasantry by one may
be perceived as -a caustic comment by another.

The descriptions of some of the processes- involved in
planned interaction situations which follow are fairly consistent
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in the literature, but definitions do vary and must be seen as a
point of view about interaction. Few of these processes can be
carried out as controlled interactive situations. Although one
attempts to remain- with a given procedure, -the- situation fre-
quently finds one moving back and forth between procedures. It
is always important, however, to attempt to perceive how the
other person or persons perceive the process. What the enabler
sees as a consultation, the other might perceive of as a confronta-
tion.

Consultation

This term -means a whole range of activities which are used
to enable a person called- the consultant to assist another in-
dividual or small group of individuals become_ more competent in
a- particular situation.

The taxonomy of terms presentedidiffereritiates the pipcess
of consultation froth the group processes of dialogue, encounter,
confrontation, and counseling. As the prodesS of consultation is
defined here, it includeS-the techniques of dialogue, encounter,
confrontation, and may- include counseling. The consultation
process, howeVer, ha a quality of its own which is differentiated
froth -_other =approaches.

The consultant role may be performed by an administrator,
a supervisor, a trainer, or a counselor. It may be enacted by a
person on= the school -staff or by a specialist from outside- the
system: The real considerstion is not Who performs the role-but
that-it iS, in fact-, performed by someone, andThat the consultant
has both skill in performing the process and understanding of the
consultees and of- the /situation. . .

The ideal consultant can move freely aniong processes per-.

mitting -hisrown_skill and the situation to determine his or her
behavior. Consultation is perhapS the most Sophisticated of all
proceSses -since the consultant needs to haVe the insight and
skills required in other proCesses, but to use them in-relation to
consultation because he_or she is convinced that that approach
will-be- the most enabling in -a particular situation.
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The major goals of a consultation are to help consultees un-
derstand the situation; to recognize themielves in the particular
environmenttheir strengths and needs; and to help them help
themselves as they relate to a task or set of functions.

A consultation enables an individual to learn concepts and
acquiie information; to enact a role, to gain competencies and
skills in a face-to-face interaction with a person, the consultant,
in relationship to _a situation.

The consultation is an interview process between two, three,
or at the most, four individuals. Those designated as consultees
are all involved in a particular situation, problem, idea, or task.
The marked differences in the actual technique of consultation is
that it focuses the interview on a prOblerri, an idea, lisituation, or
another person or persons in the situation rather than on the con-
sultee himself. The exchange of information about the matter
moves towards a genuine peer relationship. The consultant
attempts to see the situation from the perceDtual framework' of
the consultee, but generally does not enter the private inner
world -of= the consultee.

An eternal verity is that the process of consultation cannot
be separated from the reality of the role and authority status of
the- consultant and from how this is both communicated and
perceived.

Here are some chaiacteristics of the person- serving_ as con-

sultant:

1. Belief in others with a positiveness and genuineness that
builds -a trusting relation.

2. Competency as a diagnostician of the persons in the situa-
tion.

3. Sympathy for others, ability to comprehend feelings, and
perceptions of others.

4. Sense of concreteness, capacity for being specific.5. Ability.to reduce anxiety.
6. Responsiveness to clues in behavior of others.
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7. Ability to understand motives and needs of person in a
situation.

8. Ability to deal with a person in terms of an idea, situation,
or probletrf. '

9. Skill in working with people from their specific strength.
10. Ability to facilitate, enable.
11: Interest in learning and communication of-this-interest _to

learners.
12. Openness- to others and their ideas.
13. Awareness of the dynamies of any social interaction and the

related systems = and subsystems.
14. Ability to search out relevant and peginent factors.
15. Authenticity in style, knowledge, and conviction.

Some_aspects of the consultation process are:
1. Consultant begins interview -with a spirit of warmth,

respect, and openness.
2. Consultant _clarifies who. he or she is and why he or she is

present, if necessary.
3. Consultant solicits response and listens.
4. Consultant facilitates clarification- definition of

situation--goals, issues, needs;:aird problems.
5. Consultant shares _relevant-knowledge and eigeriences -as

situation cills for it.
6. Consultant makes pertinent referrals for =specific kinds of

assistance.
7. Consultant eventually enables possible solutions and ap-

proaches to arise 'from mutual interaction.

Dialogue

This is an exchange between two, three, or four individuals
for the mutual exploration of an idea, a situation, a problem, or a
task which is central to the group. The role of the group leader
may be enacted by a consultant, but it is usually performed by
the person who initiates the session.

A dialogue may last for an hour or two at the most. It may be
part of a series of meetings with different consultants brought to
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it for particular kinds of input. It may move towards the resolu-
tion of, or the appronsh to a task. It is the ultimate of the. peer
"handling of an issue or topic. It gives a major emphasis to ex-
ploration:,and not resolution,,to the raising of questions rather
than sPecifie answering. The consultant does not play the
facilitating role unless-heiS asked to do so, but shares in the giv-
ing and exchanging of information and experiences. The-discus-
Sion does no get "personal" but rather stressesthe expression of
differentspoints of view concerning the issue which is being ex-
plored:

Encounter .

This is a meeting of tv-" or more individnala but usually not
more than eight who come -sr to face a situation in terms
themselves, as highly differr... 1 individuals in the situation.
Encounter gfoups are very- fashionable today as a- quasi-
therapeutic experience, :lose to what some social scientists call
sensitivity training orsroup counseling. The process defined here
arises out of the,nced" for a situation in which a group of people

their real selves as they deal with a mutual problem. Out of
ncounter should come some realisti appraisal of the role of

,fluividuals in relationship to a situation. It differs- from -the
process of consultation and dialogue in that the participants deal
not just with their mutual concern from a problem- solving, -task.
oriented, or situational oppronr , bd. actuallY with the person or
persons involved in -the situation.

The encounter provides an opportunity to communicate
feelings, to be angry, to be sympathetic, to be sensitive, to res-
pond with conviction of a deep, personal nature, to reflect pas-
sion and conceni, to experience people as they are. The partici-
pant does no_ t play an assumed or defensive role; the facade is
down; he is a real person and does not deny self. He listens -to
what others are trying to say, Laid to what they are saying.

The underlying ethic of the encounter is -that individuals
sense that they have the opportunity to "square" with each
other. The initiator or leader of the group may be the facilitator if
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no one -assumes, that function. The group tries to prevent at-
tacking, but if and- when it does occur, the recipient is en-
couraged:to respond, to clarify misperceptions, and to state his
-feelings about Oat he sees- as a verbal onslaught.

When the' encounter is of a single session duration or when
there may be severe time limitations, a sensitive leadership role
is partfculahy necessary. The leader, however, must expect and
deal:withiguestions concerning, his own motivation, knowledge,
prejudices, ,or hang-up's1"

The word encounter is also used to refer to human growth or
sensitivity group sessions which generally involve from eight to
eighteen -people. There= are -opportunities for- people- to explore
and share feelings with a group leader. Such an encounter may
lest for a series of sessions over a weekend, a week, or longer.

Confrontation

This,is a planned activity to mount a direct challenge to the
behavior of another individual initiated by someone who Un-
derstands -the person, the conflict, aniIi,the_ quality of the
relationship.yactors of time and urgency asirell as the skill of
theinitiator and the Op strength 'of the confrontee are all deter- e

m.nants Of the effectiveness of a confrontation. This, process_ is
used:when-no other seeins to creetelnovement Or change in the
persOn. The individual who is to, be confronted appears to have
incongrtiities in his action and perception of self. The confronter
sees the 'perSon using illusion, fantasies, and Orhaps even life
avoidance behaviors, and-believes these need to be faced in order
to bring about some insight. .

.
There may be some real danger in using confrontationl Can

the confrontee handle the attack? Will -the process- really
reintegrate his or her perception of self and action? Does the
confrontee operate from what he or she considers a position of
honesty andintegrity for himself or Lerself? If he or she is func:
tioning outside the limits of the situation, does He or she know
what the limits are before he or she is confronted about them?
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Have other less direct and threatening processes been used prior
to the confrontation? Is the initiator ready for the crisis or hostile
behavior and negative- attitude that may result from the
directness of his or her observations?

..

People are facing confrontation every day of their lives. Self-
confrontation and meeting the challenges of others are part of
the fabric of living. In many waya.the technique of confrontation
is a more authentic and honest one t an the less direct and more
sophisticated interaction process. T user must always keep in
mind, however, -that =the behavior the confrontee may not
change and that the interpersonal ynamics may become so
strained that the helping situation is estroyed completely. Carl
Sandburg's words are a warning: ' and words wear nailed
boots."

Negotiation

The process of negotiation takes place when two people or
more have a need to reach an agreement, or have a conflict which
prevents them from moving to,ward their objectives or from -hav-
ing a satisfactory working situation. The person who serves as
mediator is the negotiator.

The negotiator begins the process by interviewing each of
the parties involved to secure as muchinformation at both the
rational level and at the emotional level of response. The issues
and the. people involved must be known.

Other sources of information may have to be used. The ac-
, ttial negotiation session generally begins by the negotiator .

reviewing the- case and presenting different positions. If the
' situation appears clear, some suggested resolutions and/or alter-

natives might be presented initially as well. As much analysis of
the situation as possible must be done.

Each participant must have an opportunity to speak with
the negotiator, clarifying and interpreting, cifegnosing and
analyzing. Keeping the sessiofi focused on the issues and away
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from hostility and anger is essential. Yet the importance of the
affective dimensions of some conflicts must be recognized and
real effort should be made to relieve tensions.

As the process moves along the negotiator continues to
attempt to see each person's point of view and to enable him or
her to keep his or her integrity. The negotiator also shares what
additional knowledge has been learned from other sources. Each
party usually has to be persuaded to give on some issues.

The negotiator serves the issues and the people initially as
analyst. This is followed by the synthesis and ordering of issues
(In each side. Then there is movement toward mutuality and
agreement. The session may end by all parties accepting certain
points, but additional meetings- may have to be held to- deal`
again with- continuing differences. The negotiator may have to
meet with each participant again individually.

Not all negotiations are highly complex situations. Teachers
are constantly negotiating between two children as are parents
between siblings. No matter how involved-the process is, -the
negotiator needs to know the facts and recognize the feeling
levels. The negotiator also has to be analytical and creative as
well as persuasive so as to identify all points of agreement and 1

where Parties have to give, and finally to persuade them even
when still in conflict to accept the resolution.

Counseling

The literature and divergent points of view on counseling are
so- prolific that it only appears necessary here to differentiate
counseling from the other processes described. Its goal is similar
to the others in that it aims to help the individual to be more self -
actualized= and to function more effectively in his or her life
satiation. Counseling processes cover a wide range, such as: in-
formation giving; advising; confronting; or nondirective ap-
proaches. They all tend to function at the personal level and aim
to assist the consultie in acquiring more insight concerning his or
her behavior. The processes of psychotherapy and psy-
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;

choanalysis go even more deeply into -the psyche of the in-
dividual. These processes are not an integral part of a staff
development program.

Most individuals in staff development roles do relatively lit-
tle counseling btit more frequently give= advice. The knowledge
about a person that a counselor needs and seeks is frequently just
as important to the consultant as he or she functions in a more
problem centered style, but unless the role is designated as that
of- a counselor it is seldom possible to carry on a continuing

t_ tounselur relationship. If the'consultee or trainee appears to need
therapeutYc counseling, a referral is made or suggestions given to
the individual to seek some professional assistance.

Both vocational and personal counseling are often needed in
a new careers program. For many paraprofessionals their entry
into a productive role in the school will constitute a new way of
life with attendant adjustments to be made on the job and at
home, the formation of new relationships and a new self-image.
If paraprofessionals are to achieve the desired upward mobility,
they will often need assistance in planning and carrying through
a program.

Teachers, also, may find their adjustments difficult when
another adult is introduced into their classroom, or when they
are called upon- to. work in partnership with persons from
different cultural backgrounds. Moreover, they, too, may wish to
improve their skills or work toward an advanced degree, and will
welcome assistance and 'encouragement from the .school.

This individual help can best be provided by persons who
have knowledge both of human relations and of paraprofessional
programs. Usually such persons will be members of the school
staff although there are advantages of objectivity and confiden-
tiality to be found in consultants who are not part of the system.
In some instances, experienced paraprofessionals have been able
to assist in the- counseling functions. Common life experiences
and cultural background appear- to foster open and free-com-
munication.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

EXPERIENTIAL ACTIVITIES IN
STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

To acquire new behaviors, new- competencies, new ways- of
working_ with people and children, adults need to be able to -prac-
tice, to try out, to experiment with the particular behavior
desired; Ideally knowing how one functions at the present -time is
facilitated by being observed or viewed in some manner,,but self
awareness does not always require that one be observed. Just be-
ing perceptive as to how one is received is helpful in becoming
aware of one's,behavior.

The criteria which are to be used in formal observational
situations need to be known by the person being observed. In
human growth groups the criteria for change may be much less
specific and usually grow out of the- situation and group.
However, if group participants do make judgments or analyses,
it is helpful to preplan with them on what basis the analysis was
made.
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S'mutation

Simulation means presenting- a case, either complex and
long 6r, situational and episodical, with an open ending. When
long cases are presented there may be -a series of open ended
problems. A training group might spend as long as a week on one
of these. To- move- toward- .solutions of simple situational
problems in simulation, groups may either role play or discuss
the case. In long, complex situations both techniques may be
used.

The case material may be written particularly for the group,
taken from prepared packages, or viewed on films or film clips.

,Whether it be by the written word, by- the use of various
media,, computers, or by the spontaneous, live acting-out of
situations,,simulation techniques present an image or semblance
of reality which is based on actuaLexperience, and hence evoke
discussion that is essentially pragmatic and functional. Since a
simulated experience is less threatening than one in which the
trainees -are actual- participants, =it is- conducive to candid and
genuine responses. Moreover, it is possible to repeat the ex-
perience as often as necessary to try out different strategies with
immediate feedback. It is possible through simulation to try out
some complex and educational practices without committing
oneself.

Games

There is a range Of games available for serious training pur-
poses most of which are pertin.ent to attitudes, problem solving,
values, and/or social issues. Since a number of these are very
simplistic in their presentation of a concern, or=desigried from a
very simple point of view,_.the user is cautioned to study the game
thoroughly before suggesting its use by a igroup. There are a
number of books in the bibliography of this document which dis-
cuss the topic of games as training exercises.11owever, except for
Psycho Sources, a psychology resource catalogue, there is little
critiquing of the real- quality of games available.
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The- Field Visit

For =many years school= personnel have had visiting days
available for going to-another_school. Arecent study, Shows_that
the well planned field visit is one of the most poweiful factors in
adult change. A visit to an exemplary or model program needs to
be well planned with pre- and post-discussion sessions with the
participants.

The school or prokct being visited should be relevant to the
issues dealt with in the participants' courses. There needs to be
sorne exploration of what is going to be seen either before arriving
at the site or immediately upon arrival. Specific guidelines as to
what to observe ought to be given in written or duplicated= form
to the observers containing at least a set of general categories.

Immediately after the observation the participants need to
have a seminar session with some of the individuals they have
observed. If a school hag been visited, having a discussion with
the principal and some of the staff might be the approach. Any
procedure used to clarify and deepen the observation following
the visit- will_certainly help-to support learning.

Field visits can be for a half day or day, or, better still, for a
week or two. = Certain laboratory schools have week-long par-
ticipating seminars. The visitor actually does some work with a
staff person in the classroom or program. This is coupled with a
considerable amount of -time conferring and attending small
seminars.

Schools and school systems ought to be tremendous
networks of sharing and exchanging ideas and programs. Seeing
the real thing imppen is a powerful training device.and needs
much greatci iiaage as a mode of training.

Role- Playing

Role = playing is an invaluable technique in training
situations. Individuals are assigned roles to enact a- situation
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with enough clues from either a written script, a film, a ver-
balized situation developed at the moment or a reenactment and
continuation of a problem laden situation occurring live -in the
immediate group setting. The role players- develop their own
scenarios, characters, and responses to the problem as they move
along in the enactment.

A role play can go from three to ten minutes. The trainer
stops Oft process when it appears to be a good time for discussion
of how the players are dealing_with the situation. This may end
the role play or the group may continue role playing after the dis-
cussion. Different individuals may be assigned the lioles, giving
others a chance to participate and see how they would deal with
the situation. Reversal of roles often deepens insight and em-
pathy.

A whole training group can -be divided into groups of four or
more to role play a problem. Before haVing a lgirge group role play
the trainer may find zit best -to do a 'demonstration of the
procedure to be followed. SeVeral individtials in Whom =the
trainer has confidence as being willing and cooperative Would be
called to the front of the room to do _a ahortrun-through of the
case. Demonetrations -shouldn't be too long or they take away
from the impact of the group's experience. When doidg this, it
may be best todivide the small groups so that one half role:playa
the case and the other half=observea and analyses how it went.
The trainer has to give careful directiona and control the timing
very systematically so that all- groups get through: at the same
time. After the first half of the small gronplhas tole played the
situation and:the discusSion has taken place, the second half role
plays the same situation, following which discussion takes place.
Such a:sequence might be timed as :follows after the, case is
Presented orally:or on .mimeographed sheets: planning _time to
atudy the ease, to divide groups, and assign -roles -five minutes;
first role play-,--sei/en minutes; discussion ofzfirst role play!=-five
minutes; second role seven minutes; discussion of second
role playfive minutes. The:trainer may then ask for reactions,
issues, points of view in a pest-role play large group discussion.
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Role playing requires a leader-trainer who can use a deter-
mined persuasive approach with people. Imagination, flexibility,
creativity, human insight, judgment, and a bit of professional
passion are essential. -How ode assigns roles depends upon-the
purpose of the training situations. Whether or = not =one assigns
character opposites or gives persons roles similar to their own
depends upon what thetrainer wants to achieve.-It is a conscious
act. Perhaps the person who is a paraprofessional needs to ex,
periencebeing a teacher or a principal and vice versa._Aleacher
Might be given a teacher role but with a character very different
from one's own. People can begin to experience themselves as a
whole new genre when they assume roles and behaviors which
haveli'Vbeen Part of their life style or rOdrtoire. Role playing can
give the opportunity to ptrsons to use self like a violin, an instru-
ment with which to try out various life tunes.

Demonstration

When &group of individuals is permitted te see an actual
situation in-the real setting, in a theatre-in-the-round; or on the
platfdrm, the experienceiS called a demonstration. The use of
varied kinds of media can provide for demonstrations without
the live characters actually having to be- present.
Demonstrations are most meaningful when -there is no im-
mediate analysis and discussion by the observers.

Like simulation, demonstration is less threatening than ac-
tual experience. It lends itself to group diagnosis, so that mind
strikes fire on mind, as the demonstration is dissected. A film,
slides, or a video tape may be utilized instead of a live
demonatration. These- audiovisual aids lack the vitality and
freshness of a live demonstration but they have the value of be-
ing infinife,"so that eiactly the same situation ,aay be viewed
again -after -diseuOion.

Teacher trainers, consultants, supervisors, and advisors
frequently conduct classroom demonstrations. They take over an
actual situation in a classrot A but with tact and judgment. The
students should not feel that their teacher is being shown how to
teach but rather that the demonstrator has some particular ex-
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pertise in which they are sharing. However, in terms of very
specialized activities like the arts or even- map making it may
help the children to see their teacher as a learner. Demonstra-
tions need follow -up with consultation or small grOup disdussion.

Experiencing Real Situations

. The ,culmination -of experiential learning is exper!nlentation
in an actual work situation. The school- provides a natural
-laboratory-for learning, an opportunity to organize or illustrate
new -understanding's or knowledge and to try out new attitudes
and behavior. The'-objectivity and-breadth of perspective needed,
for the diagnosis of live experiences require both group and in-
dividual procedures. =In clinic-type sessions under competent
leadership, trainees may- exchange ideas, work out poesible
solutions to learning problems, and give feedbeck and support to
each other as they experimentwith and incorporate new ways of
performing_their educational needs.

-However, the-heart of the - analytical prooess is consultation
With anindividual,-after the consultant,-who may, be a supervisor
-or-a trainer, has observed the team in adtion-or/PersOri. The con,
sultationrmay be-With a small-working unit as well as with an in--;
dividual. Each person or teamrmember mai-alternate:_betweeni
observing the impact of_his-or_her own-or others' behavior-upon;
the= earnings of children, -discuss' -his _or )ier reactions with_tinq
gain insights from -each other and -from the consultant,-and then
return to his or_ her -own tasks= for further -experimentatio-ne
continuous process olexperience,_reaction, and-restructuring of
experience; After- the-- post-observatiOn consultation,_ the person-
or team needs- -to be encouraged to try reenactment aft4r
analysis._ The use of the video tape for recording certain_
-behavicirs is -an excellent avenue for making the actual haPpen-
ing seem vividrto the 'participant Afteranalysis:-of=the tape -by
the-participant, alone or with:a group, there-needs-to:be an op-
portunity-for taping and analyzing the -behavior once-again.
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A Task or Work Experience

When budgets are limited and staff members want walls
painted, small items of furniture constructed, plantings done in
the schoolyard, or a supper cooked for a meeting, involvement in
such a work 'project can be very supportive to the development of
positive feeling levels in a group as well as in the individual par-
ticipants. Sometimes these work experiences can be shared with
parents or students. The resulting interpersonal understandings
and communication systems prove that staff work= experiences
not only get a task done but have social and personal outcomes
as well.

A Creative Arts Ekperience

The use of the arts such as pottery making, printing, sculp-
ture, music, dance, or dramatics to involve staff in a new ex-
perience hps real potential -for releasing and arousing new
feelings about self. A principal who saw himself- as not very
creative- or artistic attended a weekend- training-session with
teachers and was urged to join a sculpture workshop during a free
period. He sculpted a remarkably beautiful head of his wife
this was the beginning of a whole new sense of what he could do
and even who he really was as a person.

Introducing ar. arts experience in a training weekend- or
program series does not have to be seen as immediately relevant
to the participants. Frequently it- is best more or less to "spring"
the activity on -a_ group which already has some sense of "on-
goingness." Generally the response to an arts experience,
whether it is participating or attending an event, is excellent.
There always needs to be some discussion afterward to analyze
what the experience has meant to the participants. Usually a
whole -range of- meanings comes forth.

Other Group Approaches
to the Development of Human Potential

During the past 30 years the range of group approaches for
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individuals to experience increased self-awareness and to
enhance their potential as human beings has become very exten-
sive. The National Training Laboratory began traning sessions
with "T Groups" in- 1947 -at Bethel, Maine. These groups focused
on group processes such as roles, leadership, and decision mak-
ing. They began to give an emphasis to the person and were then
called "sensitivity groups."

The most recent group procedures have been influenced by
psychotherapy, human relations theory, certain schools of
philosophy such as those in the East and the Orient, and various
schools of psychology, particularly Existentialism.

The most frequent term used today is the "encounter group"
which is particularly varied in its process and activities. There
are training centers, programs, and institutes all over the coun-
try. A person can go to a site which is organized chiefly to con-
duct these activities such as Esalen in California or attend short
and/or -long sessions- at motels, colleges, hotels, resorts, and
camps conducted by roving teams of trainers which frequently
stem from one of the well -known centers.

William C. Schutz, who is on the staff at Esalen, speaks of
his particular version of encounter as including many modes of
experiencing the total mind-body of self- and others, such as
meditation, yoga, massage, theatre improvisation, and non-
verbal as well as verbal activities. He sees the basic ingredient as
openness and honesty with one's self and others based on a belief
that man is a unified being and functions at all levels of the
physical, emotional, intellectual, interpersonal, and spiritual.
The encounter expezience is an open one with consideration for
the body, feelings, -the here and now, and personal responsibility
for self.

To conduct the "open encounter" group the staff developer
needs special training and should at least have experienced
several encounter groups conducted by different leaders. The
specific technique for conducting such a group is described in a
number of hooks listed in Appendix One:
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The encounter experience is supposed to enable people to be
direct and honest, thus deepening and strengthening human
relationship& The purpose is to open up feelings of closeness and
warmth with people as well as to give the self-mind and body _a
vitality and confidence. The participant is also supposed to learn
to cope with the environment and see the self as a competent and
caring one with full use of all one's capacities.

Used as single approaches or as a part of more extensive
growth sessions there are a number of techniques and approaches
such as "Rolfing" which is named after its orginator, Ida Rolf,
which seek to bring the body to an optimal state of movement,
grace, and economy. The process requires a trained rolfer and
usually takes ten sessions.

"Theatre games" and "pantomines" are group activities
which- can be used by leaders with sortie training. There are a
number of books in the area, and a leader who has a flair for -the
dramatic can easily- learn the various techniques. These ac-
tivities can be used to serve a multitude of training objectives.
They also serve to integrate mind and body. Mime is one of the
more sophisticated activities and takes considerable training. It
has great potential for helping members of a group to become
more conscious of their movements and actions as they become
more aware of the self.

"Psycho drama" is an approach used by individuals with
both training in the process and a considerable background in
human behavior. It is an improvisational dramatic enactment of
a problem or situation. Interaction is the heart of psychodrama.
In some ways it is close to role playing, but the role of the leader
or trainer is to be more therapeutic and deals more with psychic
phenomenon than in role playing. Sociodrama is similar to psy-
chodrama except that it deals with social issues rather than per-
sonality factori..

"Meditation" is still another means of mental, and bodily
growth. There are very simple exercises and approaches to this
process as well as elaborate schemes and instructions for learning
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"a" or "the" way. Great claims are made for certain of the more
eassical forms and followers of specific schools, and sine can
spend a life time trying to achieve this type of expertise.
However, some of the simple approaches can be very helpful in
enabling persons gain greater self awareness and - perspective on
their lives, Meditation is- an activity one -can do alOne or in a
group. Gertrude Stein's favorite places for meditation was not
only _her terrace at Bilignin =but her bathtub. One, of her dicta
was, "It takes n lot of time to be a genius, you have to sit around
so much do nothing." Her doing nothing was the basis of
meditation which pi, .mpted ,her writing.

Other experiential modes prevalent- in training groups in-
clude Transactional Analysis and Gestalt Therapy. These.ac-
tivities do require trained and experienced leadership and when
ifsed effectively have real potential for advancing interpersonal
relations, personal goal achievement, and, problem solving.
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CHAPTER NINE

EVALUATING THE
STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The evaluation of a program means essentially an assess-
ment of the degree to which its objectives have been achieved.
Therefore, there should be a clear statement of its objectives, ex-
pressed in such away thatthe outcomes can bt measured, if' the
evaluation is to be valid and convincing.

Naturally, the form of the evaluation differs with the scope
and compl,.xity of the vals and of the objectives whichjare to be
measured. if the program is designed merely to (1,, Ate a suppor-,
tive environment- in which participants may ek As ideas and
feelings freely and interact productively, the,reactiuli sheets that
are customarily handed out at the end of a one day- conference
may be adequate for evaluation. Hoy:ever, three limiting factors
need -to be remembered in- connection with this standard
operation: the reactions are ordinarily given immediately after
the conference so that the -carry -over into a reality situation is
not measured; the perceptions are from one viewpoint onlythat
of the - participants -and hence lack the objectivity_of multiple
perceptions; and the sample of respondents is ' ewed toward
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those:tyith."very., strong reactionspro or con. The mildly in-
terested or slightly bored participants usually do not bother to
hand -in their reaction sheets. However, the proportion of those
who did not react strongly is one of the important indices- of
success or lack of success of a program. Thinse of past event re-
action sheRts is a form of evaluation and if repeated through

. -later contact (mail) -can provide most helpful- information -for
continued wrogram 'development.

Evaluation and feedback can come in many inforthal
means. -If books are "discUssed'in a session and they are made
available for participanti to take, how many do take the books?
The same is trite for reading listsand other resource materials.
Attendance at_rneetings,, being, late or leaving early, are factprs
that give clues as, o how paificipants are responding.to a par-
ticular program or event.

A more valid approach to evaluating the climate of a con-
ference is to utilize one of the numerous instruments that have
been devised for analysis of interaction, preferably one which
measures both the quantity and the quality of the communica-
tion between trainers and trainees, and among the trainees.

If, -on< the other hand, the ultimate goal of the,prograutie,
change teaching attitudes.and behaviors, the real evaluation is

rnconceed with what happens after,.not-during, the conference -:
-whenthe- phrti..:pants- reprntotheir school or classroom..
Analysis of changes in adult behavior and student outcome re-
quires not only- specific and measurable objectives but also a
research design 'Which attempts to 'isolate the influence of the
staff development program from all the other influences which
have had impact upon the- participants during the period of
training.rhis process is always 'difficult and often impossible.
'Frequently the participants experience pressures htim various
sources, such as changes in overall school policy and curriculum
requirements, changes, in school - personnel- at both leadership
and colleague level, and new- expectations and demands from
parents and community, all of which either reinforee or counter-
vail the staff development experience.
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. To measure the changes in school personnel, school policy,
,d student learning which are directly attributable to the staff

zvelopment program ideally calls for a highly sophisticated and
scientific evaluation- design. However; -such an- approach is
beyond that which most individual schools-are equipped in time
and competenciee 'to execute. Moreover, the program that is be-
ing,analyzed is frequently organized in such a -way that -a formal
research design is not feasible. Hence some accommodation may
be-necessary: If certain basic precepts are obArved and the right
questions are asked, simple documentation may provide impor-
tant data.

Not only the available resources but the- purpose of the
evaluation (as distinct from programmatic goals and objectives)
need to .be considered. If the ptirpoSe js to evaluate the end
product as an.aid to fuitire planning, the eveluation takes "plgee
at the conclusion of the program an& ideally involves an ex-
periMental-group (the participants) and a control group of those
who have -not received training of the sort being studied. This
type of evaluation is referred to- as "summatiVe research" or
"product evaluation:"

>If, on the other hand, the purpose of the evaluation is to
redesign the program as it elialVes so, as to improve it, ratherthan
merely to me:asure the final outcome; the analysis takes place'
during the process and is characterized by rapid feedback to both
trainers and trainees. This type of evaluation is referred to as
"formativl `research, program _analysis," or "process

, evaluation." Because of the necessity for rapid feedback, the
design is -less Complex and less scientifically controlled than
summative evaluation. ,.

.

.Both' approachessummatiVe and formative4-addrese
themselves -to certain basic quitatiolis, e:g.? .

' .*

'What were the adults, -the students and the
educatio, nal setting like before the program was undertaken?"

"What changes 4did the pre?-am aim to make?"

I
I
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"What were the activities or processes used in the staff
detVopment program to attempt to bring about such changes?"

"Against :what criteria or standards is the outcome
measured - and by what means?" -

"How are the data and:their imMications-to be used?"

Since the research design vari with the complexity and far
reaching quality of -the ultima goals, -the process of :goal -
related, objective measurement ca best be described-through
example. The ultimate -goals of a, ff development program
might be: that the instructional personn a school begin to see
themselves as learners, as- inquiring people; and 'that they
-become more competent, as teachers. One ofithe specific objec-
tives releting to-the first goal might be that-the staff becomes
more familiar with prOfessional literature, but familiarity does
not necessarily connote effective implementation. Familiarity,
per se, may be measured, by simple questionnaires and inter:

. views about books read-and their Central themes, the frequency
of-the useof the library, and the focus-of inforthal discussions.
More crucial is sytematic observation of- the participants:
classrooms, using an instrument which measures that-aspect of
the-professional literature, which was stressed in the reading list
and reacted to in the informal-discussions. The latter procedure
goes beyond glib verbalization to actual practice.

An objective relati4Ig to the second goali.e., improving
teacher competencemight he that various_ options for learning
Experiences be provided from among which children makchoose.
A simple approach is to use a checklist for analysis of the lear-
ning environment which may be administered by the teaching
team=or the principal or_preferitbry both. Legs biased data may
-be obtained by including a neutral, outside observer.among those
whose iierceptions are to be compared. InstrumentS are available,
which record not only the learning environment, but also how,
adults_and student's 'function within the- setting, including the
proportion of seli4eleoted versus adult-prescribed tasks and the
proportion of teacher dominated versus peer dominated sC-
tivities.
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It should be stressed that to evaluate the fulfillment of such
broad andlong-range goals as those cited above, many objectives
have to be measured. The final step in the process is to inteview
the teacher who participated in the program so as to identify
which of the = training activities seemed to be most helpful in
bringing about change and why, in the perception of the partici-

pant..

Frequently, on the other hand, a trainiug program has very
limited goals, such as demonstrating the use of a certain method
of teaching reading. Evaluation of such a goal measures Ei single
objective Le., -that the teacher would learn to use that method
effectively in the classroom.

On the other end.of the continuum, when the purpose of the
program is .to change teacher attitudes, the evaluation process
requires the services of highly skilled researchers, as well as psy-
chologiSts with expertise in personality analysis and ego dev6lop-

!Tient. Support of the psychologists would be needed during the
feedback to prevent serious damage tothe participants' self con-

cept.

Within this spectrum-of approaches, the sponsors of the
program may select the type of evaluation which is most conso-
nant with the purposes of the program and the,fes ice=s of:the6-,e

institution. If research-oriented personnel Eat a ,ailable; a
sophisticated and comprehensive evaluation design i possible,

and in most cases, preferable If, hoWeVei, this expertise -is lacic-

ing, a simple design can be effective, particularly in formative
research leading to program improvement and self-analysis.-4

In the long run, everyone in the school should see evalsuation

built into his or her regular job assignment. This means deVelop-
ing a climate and value system which support evaluation as well

as developing the competency to do it. It also requires a study of
available instruments in order to seiect the appropriate system of
observation and analysis. Two anthologies, of observation in-
struments have been prepared by Research for Better= Schools,
Inc.: Measures of Maturation 'and Mirf'ors of Behavior. Hun-

- dreds of systems are described and illustrated therein.
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EVALUATING THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Bank Street has developed an instrument entitled BRACE
",(Behavior Ratinis and Analysis of Communication- in Educa-
tion). which was utilized in analyzing COP aided classrooms and
non-COP aided classrooms throughout the country. This instru-
ment is related tci_the goals of that program. jt records both ver-
bal- communication Ind non-verbal behavior, and analyzes-the
quality of interaction -and -the- characteristics of the educational
settings in which suchrinteraction takes place. This instrument
and a training Package are available, including a manual, train-
ing films, and a computer- program for data analysiS. (See
Appendix Two.)

In sum, evaluation, whether it consists of simple documen-
tation or a sophisticated research deSign, shouldibe pivotal in im-
proVing the program which is being analyzed_and/or planning
new programs that are-experientially based.
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APPENDIX TWO

BRACE
(Behavior Ratings and Analysis of Communicatio in Education)

"Brace: What it is
BRACE is a method of systematic observation of verbal com-

munication, non-verbal behavior and activities in edOcational settings.

The communication categories record essentially "Who speaks to4hom
about what and how." The behavior/setting catnories record essentially
"Who does what-in what kind of setting."- A

Brace: Why it is
The ingrument provides quantitative data on what is observable

during a specified time spanin effect, ,a ephotograph" of...the
classroom. The interpretation of the findings and their implicationide-
pend upon the educational goals of those -whc7 conduct "the: study.'
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' BRACE measures manrfactors which are pivotal in achieving
quality educations but are not measured by standardized achievement
tests. The fact that the instrument can be used "live" and thus can be
fed back rapidly to those who have just beery observed- is one of its
valued'. Another important feature is that BRACE analyzes
paraprofessionals as well as teachers and children.

Possible too.
The BRACE findings-tan"used iii three ways:

1. as- rapid feedback tottachwand paraprofessionals whose
Classroom has been obseii.ed (staff development),

2. as assessment of the extent to which the adults are implementing a
given approach to educatiorOprocess evaluation),_

3. as assessment of the degr to which child outcome is '(' nant
with specific objectives (product evaluation).

In some instances the quality of the interaction is one of the impor-
tant programmatic goals, so that the process becomes a part of the,total
product.

The BRACE instrunient.can be used intea,cir or,all of these ways. If
it is used solely for feedback and staff development there are fewer con-.
straints. =If it is used as part of a scientific design fur evaluation, great
care should be taken in training and testing, the reliability of the
observers. It ,is preferable that there be neutral, outside observers.

Actual use

Developed originally for use in- Bank Street's Fallo'w Through
Program, BRACE and the original version ACE:have also been utilized
in the Career Opportunities Prograrp (COP) anti in many school
syst 3MS and colleges throughout the countryin 42 communities and 29
states. The National COP Program sponsoredby Bank Street not only
trained professionals and paraprofessionals Co the ACE and later the
BRACE, but also prepared'a training package, the contents of which are
listed below. Ten'COP teams were trained by Bank Street-=one in.each
HEW Region. Wily now train others to the .BRACE instrument
throligh Regional Conferences and local training Programs. There have
been 'tnree rounds of data tollection in the Careei .0poortunities
Program, covering 28.COP projects in all. The principal, Mt' directors

)
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and coordinators, who were part of the multi dimensional team, gave
support, both procedural and substantive, to the data collection and to
the institutionalization of,the BIIAC,E system. .

M
.-

ailable training materials ., ,

1 A training package is available through Bank Street College,
prepared under Bank Street National COP Prograii It includes:

. , i ,

copies of the instrument in prihted form (a bOOklet with 24 data
sheets can be used -for observing one subject for one day directions and
qefinitilms are on the cover).

a training manual.

four training films, of which three consist of numerous codable
_segments, and one provides illustrations of communication categories

transcripts of the films, coded for trainers, uncoded for trainees.

video tapes of training sessions.

reports* of studies in which the instrument has been used.

a program for computerizing the data.

The t'eports referred to above are based on a system of data
analysis which evaluates communications and activity patterns
in terms of their match to the educational goals and objectives of
Bank Street Collegean open, individualized and highly ex-
periential approach to the learning-teaching process. For
programs with more traditional goals, the instrument is ap-
propriate but the value system which undergirds analysis might
be substantially different.

Measures of Maturation: An Anthology of Early Childhood Observation
Instrhments. Philadelphia. Research for Better Schools,.1973, pp. 551-600.

Bowman, Garda W. "Team 'Training in Systematic Observation of Early
Childhood Education in The Career Opportunities Program," Journal of
Research and Development in Education, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 106-148.
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Reprints of the report of the 1971 data rollection which was
published in the Journal of Research and Development in
Education were sent to all Congressmen by the University of
Georgia when the COP appropriations were under consideration.
It is believed that the report had a positive impact upon legisla-
tion. Community by community reports have proved helpful in
the institutionalization of the COP.

Highlights- of Findings in a Comparison of 40 COP-Aided
Classrooms With 37 Non COP-Aided Classrooms in 10 States
(Spring, 1972),\

SA

i1. There were more of the following types of communication in
the COP-aided classrooms than in the non COP-aided
classrooms:

Self-activated, unsolicited' child talk
Logic and imagination expressed by children
Peer communication

2. Communication patterns of teachers and paraprofessionals
were more similar in COP-aided than in non C_ OP-aided
classrooms.

3. The observers perceived the following situations more often
in the COP-aided than in the non C0?-aidcd classrooms:

Opportunities for one-to-one work with children
Various options for children to choose 'from'
Cooperatibn and mutual respect among adult's
Differentiated curriculum responsive to the needs of

individual children

4. The number of paraprofessioncil-led activities was greater in
COP-aided classrooms in every type of activity observed ex-
cept "discussion" and "no activity." No COP participant
was coded in any classroom as engaged in "no activity."
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Conclusions:
The services of COP participants appear- to have
significantly positive impact upon children's self ac-
tivation, upon their ability to think, to xeason, to con-
ceptualize, and upon their constructive interaction with
their peers. .

Paraprofessionals appear to have more opportunity to
serve in an educational capacity in COP-aided than in
non COP-aided classrooms, which seems to result in
more individualized curricula and more options from
among which children may choose.
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PROJECT PARTICIPANTS AND STAFFS

Developing the Role of
the Elementary School Principal

as an Educational Leader

Partibipating Principals

Richard- Anderson Murray Avenue School Larchmont, N.Y.

James I. Broughton Edgemont School Montclair, N.J.
Judith Dropkin P.S. 87 Bronx, N.Y.
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Diana I. Fennessey Early Learning Center #2 Bronx, N.Y.

Aclen B. Lewis Bronxwood School- Bronx, N.Y.

James Loughran Mather Junior High School Darien, Conn.

Abraham Marcus P.S. Brooklyn, N.Y.

James Murphy Mary J. Donahoe School Bayonne, N.J.

Helen P. Sanchez P.S. 150 Brooklyn, N.Y.

Ruth Simpson Early Leaining Center #1 Bronx, N.Y.

Tobias Sumner, C.S. 232 Bronx, N.Y.

Staff

Sallie M. Blake
Judith C. Burnes
Gordon J. Klopf

t Ethel Scheldon
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Multi-Dimensional Team Training
in Analysis of

Communication- in Education

Participating Principals

Gilbert J. Alarid Acequia Madre Elementary School

Jesse Austin

Lurana F. Creveling

Hobart Dye Millard Grade School

Albert Oliver P.S. 62

Sister Pauline Plante St. Augustine's School

Joseph D. Purvis Willard_ Elementary School

Whiteriver Elementary School

San Jose SchVol #83

Dale Sayer

Myron Sommers

Norma Taylor

Stiff
Garda Bowman
'Stanley Cypher
Susan Ginsberg
Gordon J. Klopf
Rochelle Mayer
Shirley C. McCall
Carole Rosenfeld
Hyman Wolotsky
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Broadway Grade School

Molhom Elementary School

Andrew Jackson Junior High School

Sante Fe, N.M.

Whiteriver, Ariz.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Pikeville, Ky.

Bronx, N.Y.

Manchester, NM.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Yakima, Wash.

Lakewood, Colo.

Charleston, W. Va.


